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MF.F.TING OI WORKING f;ROl P 2
RADIATION STIMULATION KFFF.CTS IN PLANTS

March 4-5, 1974, Godollo,
University of Agricultural Sciences, Hungary

J Sininn addresses the memlxTs on behalf of the HSNA-presidium.
calls upon Prof. Pal. the host of the meeting to give his report.

/. Pal describe^ ihc purpose and tasks of the meeting, consisting firstly
in the discussion of the results of work carried out so far and of the phyto-
tron and field experiments planned in the future. The effects of gamma
radiation applied prior to sowing have been studied at the University of
Agricultural Sciences. Godollo. ATE. for over 10 years. The Department of
Botany and Plant Biology investigated the effects upon metabolism, the
Department for Plant Breeding those related to mutation.

He expressed his thanks to those who made possible and promoted the
organization of this meeting OAB. National Atomic Energy Commission:
MEM. Ministry of Food and Agericulture: ATE, University of Agricultural
Sciences, Godollo.

E.-G. Nicmann reports on the experiments. In the common phyUHron
experiments working groups from Hannover. Novi Sad. Munich and Godollo
participated.

The results of maiz.;-experiments, applying radiation doses of 250, 500.
1000, 2500, 5000 rad. respectively, were as follows:

Hannover. The fresh weight of maize shoots shewed a positive deviation
in one case out of four (23r'o plus weight upon treatment with 5000 rad.
significant at the 91*7 level1;.

Munich. One positive result. (19*7 weight increase upon treatment with
2500 rad. significant at the \'7c level.

Godollo. Negative effects upon irradiation with both 2500 and 5000
rad. resp.

Novi Sad. The weight of fresh shoots was not established. The fresh
weight of roots was measured only in Godollo. Weight reduction amounted
to 24 and 86*&, respectively, upon treatment with 2500 and 5000 rad. The
dry weight of maize shoots showed stimulating effect in one case in Hannover
(J4%).

This parameter was net tested in Munich.
Godollo. The dry weight of shoots was reduced by treatment with 2500

and 5000 rad.
Novi Sad. Positive deviation was observed at every level of treatment

(extensive deviation was found upon treatment with 500 rad). However, on
repeating the experiments, the results were not the same.

In 1973 a survey of experimental conditions was carried out with four
different parameters. The differences in the results follow from the dif-
ferences of the experimental conditions and from the differences in the
radiation treatment (intensity, radiation source) and

J'. Simon concludes that the scatter of results of the experiments neces-
sitates a change in the methods of phytotron experiments.

E.-G. Niemann gives an account, on behalf of the working group in
Hannover, of the resuits of sugarbeet, rye-grass and paprika experiments.
With sugarbeet the highest resultr, were achieved by treatment with 750 and
2000 rad doses/100 kg/hectare, however, the results are not significant. Rye-



-.;• !•<•> i;'.L"inc v. â  most .:d\ anktgeoush affected by chronic trcainvnt with
•in and 20 rad per day.

Paprika ['hinis ga\e a ^ss^iuflearttly higher yield upon treatment with
loo. Zi"1 and 3011 rad. As regards the time of harvesting, ihe effect was
.:•;!!.!:]% invai!\c. turning mm positive hucr, dimishing again !aicr.

J //»i->,iv\ vA/ mentions ihe role of the soil microorganisms which ha\e
therein a secondary effect on the plant

J. S:rr,i>n. When high radiation doses were applied in order to stimulate
:!u iicvnun.iiioM of polyploid sugarbcet controversial results were obtained in
experiments earned out on small plots during several years. The treatment
of the soil viith \ arums ehemicais may have favourable results, text.

/-.'. (>'. Xicmann. In most experiments initially inhibition was obeserved,
o: -Iiiiiit stimulation. Later inhibition dissolved and stimulation prevailed.
bus ihe iatter disappeared also by the time of ripening. These phenomena
might h.t\e been caused by en/yniatic activity, change in the permeability of
the membrane, or shift in the proportions of RNA-—DNA formation, etc.

/•.'/invirVri,1 established in experiments performed with bacteria, that
RNA formation was repressed by cystein. It was proven in recent experiments
that this inhibitor, effect was relieved by irradiation.

1 he synthesis of RNA is increased by knv doses, but with increasing
doses (1200, 2400 and 4700 rad. respectively) the inhibitor) effect of cystcin
prevails.

The new hypothesis of stimulation mechanism emphasizes changes in
the processes occurring in the fermentation-pentose and in the Krebs-Szent
Gyorgi cycles, particularly in places where RNA—DNA synthesis and
energy transfer take place.

The process of energy transport was also studied (changes in the
NAD—NADHL, ratio). The barley embryo was irradiated with 250 and 500
rad and the NAD—NADH 2 spectrum was compared to that of the control.
The question, whether initial stimulation was retained or not, remained open.
When the irradiated seed was stored f«r a long period the stimulatory effect
diminished.

E. Baboih. Four day old barley plants were studied. Upon irradiation
with 1000 rad the length of the roots was stimulated and this was in correla-
tion with RNA synthesis. However, unambiguous changes were not observed
in the shoots.

In his opinion the changes caused by irradiation are reflected in the
RNA-spectrum and thus this is suitable for the detection of stimulation.

However, stimulation effects may be modified by environmental condi-
tions. Thus the optimal dose of irradiation must be determined year by year.

J. Simon. This method will be suitable for prognosis only if the para-
meters of the effects obse/ved in the seedling will be in synchrony with yields.

A. Feldmann. Cell-division reacts most sensitively to irradiation. Simu-
lation effect is shown in ihe enlargement of the cell, in the formation of side-
shoots. The question arises, whether stimulation effect is due to the dis-
continuation of inhibition or to the acceleration of cell-division? Four dif-
ferent consequences may be effected by irradiation. Initial inhibition is
characteristic of all four variants. The four variants are as follows:

1. the initial inhibition is liquidated and is retained at the level of the
control;

2. the initial inhibition turns into stimulation, then drops back to the
control level;
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.v slight initial inhibition, whi--li rises above the control level and
remains at this lev el:

4 the initial inhibition rises alxne the level of cnntr"! -md the i:icicase
is continuous iil! ripening (this stimulation :-, pi<>p-_r). The dose
producing this effect is searched tot.

l'.nvironmcnla! conditions strongly effect the rate of cell-division (tem-
perature, illumination, etc.).

It is difficult to separate stimulator}' effects from those of environmental
conditions.

i he basic eflect of irradiation is paralysing to the nucleus, at the same
tune protein synthesis m the cytoplasm is envigorated. As is known ••'mce
I( '2S. the cvlopkism show-, twofold protein acti\ity. During cel!-di\ision the
cytoplasm goes into the daughter cell and on its quantity depends the rate of
division.

J. Simon suggests the use of maize, tomatoes or other plants, reflcctinsz
stimulatory effect more intensly.

/. I'til: First of all it has to be clarified what is stimulation understood
to :nean. Is cell-division considered by Prof. I-'eldmann identical with stimu-
lation? Or stimulation means increase in yield?

In his opinion initial stimulation is the result of complex effects. Growth
may be the result of cell-division or the elongation of cells. The stand point
of Ku/in is based on the change in energy level.

/. i'dl: Stimulation may be brought about by change in the permeability
of the membrane, in eu/.ymie. activity (aifa-amyiase) and in the gihcrellin
level. These factors combined may cause the quantitative and qualitative
changes. The growth of roots and shoots is in most caf.es dependent on
elongation.

E.-G. Nicmann; The first step is probably the formation of fre radicals,
however, the order of succession is not yet clarified. Increase in me energy
level leads to more intense metabolism.

E. Baboth: The electron carrier system plays the priman. ;ole and its
steps in probably in the ADP—ATP phase.

J. Simon: Suggestions as to the coordination of the phy:.)tron experi-
ments, particularly in respect of the aim of the tests and the test plant used,
are requested. Advance can be achieved onlv, if the parameters of the
experimental plots are brought nearer and repeatability is ensured.

E.-G. Niemann considers it necessary to investigate the problem of
reproducibility. The scatter of the results of the maize and '-arley experiments
was extensive. Another problem is that maize cannot be raised to maturity in
the phytotron.

/. Pal: The stimulatory effect in the phytotron experiments with toma-
toes and maize was reproducible. It would be of prospective importance to
investigate the radiation sensitivity of commonly grown varieties in simul-
taneous phytotron and field experiments. It is important to provide identical
conditions between irradiation and sowing in the course of the coordinated
experiments.

F. Lorincz suggests the introduction of hybrid maize and sunflower in
the stimulation experiments.

J. Simon suggests the use of early red radish as test plant because of its
small size, short growth period and suitability to both quantitative and
qualitative tests.



Resolutions

i\ v plant carlv rod radish (Hungarian sowing seed).
/•'.U'KJ.WH ' " C O radiation source, doses: 1500, 3000, and 6000 rad,

J>ho -AW 500 rad h.
/'<i\.v/r,.ri Temperature 20 (rt 1—2) °C, R.H.: 6>0—70%, illumination

poru'd 12 hours in the day and 12 hours at night; intensity: 12,000 lux
while luminescent tubes).

Nutrient uniform soil (peat 50% and clay 50%) from Hannover, Water
^ . t | \ u i t \ (<•* 7 H < > .

hnK'iimm e\er\ second day with tap water of 20°C.
( uluMiium vewti: Plastic, si/e 18 X IK, from Hannover. Capacity: 4 1.

P.'Mtion of the vessels is changed twice weekly.
\umfrcr of repetitions: 6
SI>H:IH;

 l) seeds per vessel, thinned out to 5 plants per vessel. Sowing
2-1 hour-, aiier irradiation, harvesting on the 35th day from sowing. Sowing
d..p;h 3 cm Moisture content of seed 12—14%.

1 Rate of sprouting and percentage.
2 I resh and dry weight of individual organs of the plant (leaf — root

ratio).
3. Volume of the rooi.
4. Vitamin C content of the root.
5. Mono- and total carbohydrate content of the root.

In field experiments the same parameters are investigated in 50% of the
plants. The other 50% is cultivated till maturity of the seeds, in the following
way:

— size of the plot: 2.5 X 0.6 m-;
— sowing: interspaced 5 X 30 cm- (100 plants);
— number of repetitions: 5;
— to ensure closed material, encircled by bordering;
— harvesting on the 35th day from sowing (thinned out to 10 cm inter-

space between plants).
— in the plants thinned out the following properties are controlled:

1. rate of blossoming (average blossoming, when 50% of the plants
is in blossom),

2. yield of seeds per plant,
3. thousand-seed weight.

Suggestions were made for the programme of the meeting to be held
September, 1974, in Bucharest, Romania.

March 5, 1974, Godollo, University of Agricultural Sciences
(2nd day meeting)

/. Simon: One of the tasks awaiting the working group is the devel-
opment of a method for common large scale experiments, which could be
introduced in practical use.

/. Pal recounts his experiences related to large scale experiments in
Rumania and Bulgaria. For large scale experiments plots of 1 ha seem
suitable.
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)'. Barrada suggests 50 m- as plot size, since 1 ha is considered too
large. The green crop and differences in the soil should be accounted for.
Methods have to be adjusted to local conditions. Small-plot experiments
would serve to find optimal doses, while in large scale experiments the
optimal dose and control would be applied.

/. Vat: It has been proved that the results obtained on small plots are
valid on large pIoLs. At Variety Testing Stations (Field Experimental Sta-
tions) experiments are carried out under various conditions. Methods for
large scale experiments are available. Only plot sizes, which can be kept
under control (students are organized to help), are worth to be used.

J. Simon: Large scale experiments serve to test local varieties and
methods of cultivation, soil and climatic conditions. Plot sizes of at least 1
ha arc necessary to be able to use the customary machines and methods.
As second point on the agenda it would be important to discuss the question
of the Stimulation Newsletter. Hitherto it was published very irregularly and
was not in synchrony with the events in this field.

/. Fendrik: The work carried out so far and the problems arising from
the circumstance that the editorial offices are in India and in the FRG are
expounded. He asks for proposals to forward them to 'fie Presidency.

Proposals
1. Stimulation Newsletter should be published quarterly.
2. A circular letter has to be sent out to every country where stimula-

tion experiments are carried out, to ask for the contribution of
material.

3. Reports of new fields of application should be published (biopositive
effects in botany, animal experiments, microorganisms).

J. Simon: The IAEA should be asked about the possibility of their
support.

Y. Barrada: On the bases of concrete demands they are in position to
help.

E.-G. Niemann expresses his thanks to the Hungarian members for the
efficient organization.

11



JOINT MEETING OF WORKING GROUPS 4, 5 AND 7

February 8. 1974, Hannover

M. J. Frissel

Results of the joint uptake experiment were reported by (.iuillot,
W\.\\'i«.vrr. Kitlvi, Wit'nek? and Sinnaevt'.

R.nher small deviations from 1 of (isotope ratio in plant) (isotope
ratio in solution) were reported by Myttenaere, Kiilux and Wienekr.

Large deviations were observed by (iuillot and Sinnaeve.
Ciuillor performed a statistical analysis of the data of Guillot, Myttenaere

.aid Wieneke and concluded that very significant deviations from 1 had been
.'Iv^rwil.

K'.t-n had sent in a comment on Guillot's method of statistical analysis.
1L explained that the standard deviation of the quotient of 2 quotients can
Iv \.• \ high, without any statistical significance. There is certainly doubt on
:'-. v.ilulin of Guillot's calculations (for details see Keen's report).

Notwithstanding this, the deviations reported by Guillot and Sinnaeve
arc MI large that no statistics is required to prove that unexpected results are
obtained.

A scheme of the results (for details see individual reports)

Preference for the
Roots Other parts uptake of isotope if

concentration is:

Sinnaeve
Kiihn
Myttenaere
Guillot
Wieneke

1;;iCs-137Cs
]::4Cs-i:iTCs
i:i4Cs-i:'"Cs
13 7CS-CS
••f'Ca-^Ca

large effects
no effects
small effects
large effects
small effects

small effects
small effects
no effects
large effects
no effects

low
low
low
high
high

There was general agreement that these results had to be investigated
further and that the joint experiment had to be continued.

Verfaillie proposed to carry out an Interlab text to compare counting
results on i-^Cs and !:i7Cs samples. The following investigators agreed:

1. Sinnaeve 4. Giese 7. Wieneke
2. Antoszewski 5. Keppel 8. Das
3. Kiihn 6. Myttenaere 9. Kirchmann

Samples will be supplied bij Verfaillie, Counting results will be statisti-
cally analysed by Verfaillie and reported on the Bucharest Annual ESNA
meeting. (For details see report Verfaillie).

Roots seem to play a significant role in the process where we are looking
for.

Therefore Antoszewski and other investigators proposed the following
type of uptake experiments.

1. As usual, but roots killed by boiling.
2. As usual, but roots cut off.
3. As usual, but with dead plants.

12



4. As usual, but plants irradiated from ouiside to eliminate radiation
effects.

5. As usual, but without roots and leaves.
6. As usual, but with only 1;;|Cs or only i:i7Cs to investigate im-

purities.
7. As usual, but with only ihe stem (with pump on lop to stimulate

liquid flow).
8. Uptake experiments by artificial plants, e.g. threads of wool.

For the time being:
proposal 6 will be carried out by Sinnacve, proposal 2 by Keppel and

Kiihn and proposal I by Myttenaere.
Finally Schmiii and CJiese explained with the help of equations once

more that differences in half life time can never be responsible for the
observed phenomena.

MEETING OF WORKING GROUP 7
ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION WORKING GROUP

Grenoble, 23—25 April 1974

A meeting on "Associated and Nuclear pollutants" was held in
Grenoble in order to study the behaviour of radiopollutants in the actual
conditions of the medium. Our concept of radioecology already changed

Some years ago, has to be modified taking into account the presence of
numerous other non-nuclear components which are actually present in the
medium.

It is consequently no more possible to dissociate radioecology and
ecology. Pollution has to find a definition through its effect on the different
compartments of the medium, including man, and sensible tests have to be
defined in order to evaluate such effects.

Regarding the behaviour of pollutants the following sessions were
organized: aquatic systems, movements in soils, organic pollutants and other
pollutions and numerous communications were presented.

A detailed report gives a summary ot all the papers which were
presented.

13



ESNA

Fifth Annual Meeting

September 19th—23rd, 1974

Bucharest

Romania
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Sponsors:

Romanian State Committee for Nuclear Energy
Academy of Agriculture and Forestry Sciences

"N. Balccscu" College of Agriculture, Bucharest

Location:

"N. Balcescu" College of Agriculture
Bucharest,
Bd. Marasti 59

Presidents of the meeting:

Honorary President: Prof. N. Giosan,
President of the Academy of
Agriculture and Forestry
Sciences, Romania

President: Prof. T. Muresan,
Rector of "N. Balcescu"
College of Agriculture, Romania
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PROGRAMME

Wednesday, September 18

20.00—22.00 Informal gathering ai the College lecture hall.

Thursday, September 19
Plenary Session I

09.30 Opening by the President ard Official Addresses.
Annual Reports of the ESNA Chairman and Secretary.

10.30—12.30 A. Jacques, Chief FAO-Project Romania:
"New developments in Romanian agricultural research".
D. de Zeeuw, The Netherlands:
"Our responsibility for the environment".

12 30 Lunch

14.00 Sessions of Working Groups

18.30 Reception by the Rector of the "N. Bakescu" College of
Agriculture, Bucharest.

Friday, September 20

09.00 Sessions of Working Groups

12.30 Lunch

14.00 A. SUB, Federal Republic of Germany:

"Pilot plant for the irradiation of sewage sludge".

15.00 Sessions of Working Groups

19.00 Excursion: City tour.

Saturday, September 21

09.00 Sessions of Working Groups

12.30 Lunch

14.00 Sessions of Working Groups

19.30 Cocktail

Sunday, September 22
Free programme

Monday, September 23
Plenary Session II

09.00 P. Guerin de MontgareuiS,
C.E.N. Cadarache, France:
"Nuclear agriculture in France".

10.00—12.30 Reports of the Working Groups.

13.00 Closing of the Vth Annual Meeting.
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OPENING ADDRESS
by

Prof. I . MurtMin, President of the Mcctiiig

Distinguished auditory,

It is a great pleasure for me to start this meeting by welcoming all our
guests from 20 countries of Hurope as well as from Brasil and Japan to
attend ihe Vth Annual Meeting of the European Society of Nuclear Methods
in Agriculture.

I should like to mention the presence here of the representatives of such
international organisations as IAEA. I-'AO, WHO and Euratom.

We all know the great and noble aims of ESNA for the human welfare
as well as for its efforts to advance and strengthen the cooperation between
scientists in the field of nuclear agriculture from the western and eastern
countries of Europe.

The alternating organization of ESNA meetings in the western and
eastern countries of Europe was successful and demonstrated its character of
independent scientific organization aiming at a sincere international col-
laboration of all European scientists and institutions working in the field of
nuclear energy in agriculture.

The meeting we are attending in Bucharest has a rich and ambitious
programme related to most aspects of agricultural research and applications
by using nuclear energy. This is mainly due to the Working Groups which
proved to be an efficient and dynamic system of work.

Research fields such as: food preservation, plant and animal nutrition,
plant breeding, plant stimulation, pest control, environmental pollution,
insect ecology, plant physiology, biochemical and radiation analysis of bio-
logical material, are largely covered by the sessions of the working groups.

During recent years it has become a tradition that ESNA meetings are
organized in the Agricultural Universities of the host countries so that the
majority of the participants can be accomodated in the Students dormitories.

Following this tradiation, the College of Agriculture "N. Balcescu"
in Bucharest was chosen for the Vth ESNA Annual Meeting.

I take this opportunity to thank the ESNA Committee for the honour of
choosing me as President of this meeting and to express our pleasure to be
the host of such a reputated international meeting.

We hope, with our modest possibilities, to be able to contribute to the
success of the ESNA meeting.

On behalf of the Organization Committee I wish you much success with
the Vth ESNA Annual Meeting and an agreeable stay in our country where
we hope you will feel at home.

Herewith, I declare the Vth Annual Meeting of the European Society of
Nuclear Methods in Agriculture as open and I give the floor to Professor
Giosan, the Honorary President of our meeting.

18



OFFICIAL ADDRESS
by

Prof. N. Giosan, Romania,
Honorary President of the Meeting

Distinguished audience,

Please allow me to extend a warm welcome in Romania to all our
guests from abroad attending the Vth Annual Meeting of the European
Society of Nuclear Methods in Agriculture — ESNA.

We have the pleasure to welcome among us 140 distinguished scientists
from 20 European countries, from Brasil and Japan, representatives of
several international agencies of the UNO family such as IAEA, FAO and
WHO, representatives of Euratom, representatives of national nuclear
authorities, of several nuclear research centres, institutes and laboratories.

We feel a real satisfaction that this international scientific meeting takes
place in our country. This is the result of the fruitful cooperation between
the ESNA Committee and such Romanian institutions as the State
Committee for Nuclear Energy, the Academy of Agricultural and Forestry
Sciences, the "Nicolae Balcescu" College of Agriculture and other agro-
nomical institutes in our country as well!

Dear guests.

The ESNA Congress takes place shortly after 23rd August, the national
commemoration day of Romania, when we celebrated 30 years since the
liberation of our country and the beginning of the development of a new
society.

On the other hand, the Romanian people are on the eve of an over-
whelmingly important event for the future development of our socialist state
— the \Ith Congress of the Romanian Communist Party.

During the past 30 years, Romania has achieved a tremendous economic
development:

— the industrial output has increased almost 30-fold as compared to
1938, the year with the highest economic level ever attained in pre-war
Romania;

— agriculture has developed intensely, die present output being twice
as high as that of 1938;

— such important factors of progress of a nation as education, science
and culture have reached an outstanding development.

AH these remarkable achievements resulted in the constant increase of
the national income, to date almost twelve times higher than in 1947.

The development of economy, science and education has resulted in a
continuous increase of the material and spiritual welfare of the Romanian
people, a supreme aim of the policy of building up the multilaterally devel-
oped socialist society in Romania.

The Xlth Congress of the Romanian Communist Party, to be held this
year, will promote a vast programme whose fulfilment will enable Romania
to attain higher levels of civilization and progress.

The targets of the next 1976—1980 Five-Year Pk A aim at an accelerat-
ed development of the national economy, a continous increace of the material
and spiritual standard of living of the population, and the improvement of

19



Romania's lc\el so as so bring il closer to that of the- highest economically
de\ doped countries in the world.

1 he industrialization process, the development and modcrni/ation of
agriculture, and ihe progress of science and education will IK continued at
a rapid pace.

Referring to agriculture and agronomic sciences, in particular, mention
should be made of a few aims illustrating ihe vast programme included in
the directnes. of the Xlth Congress of the Romanian Communist Party
regarding the 197b—1980 Five-Year Plan and the guidelines of the social-
economic development of Romania during 1981—1990.

Agriculture, a main branch of our national economy, will develop
during the coming Fi\e-Year Plan at an average annual rate of 4.b to f>
peicent as compared to the 1971 —1975 period.

lor the development and modernization of the technical and material
basis of agriculture, the investments from the state funds will attain to 78
thousand million lei.

An area of about 1 million hectares will be managed for irrigation pur-
poses: further, 1.1 million hectares will be drained and the control of soil
eroMon will be conducted on more than 8U0 thousand hectares.

L p to the end of the Five-Year Plan, agriculture will be provided with
250 to 2ND kg of fertilizers (as active ingredients) per hectare of arable land,
orchard and vineyard.

As regards the development of scientific research and the promotion of
technical progress, the tasks of the agricultural research are the development
of new, high-yielding plant varieties and hybrids, the breeding of new lines
and breeds of animals with the best potential for high production of milk,
meat, wool, eggs.

Distinguished audience,
A special attention is granted by the leaders of our State, — the Presi-

dent of the Republic Nicolae Ceausescu personally — to the development of
agricultural science and technology along with the other fields of science, in
order to find new food resources, to increase soil fertility and to continuously
rise the amounts of vegetal and animal products needed for a higher standard
of living of our people.

From the high forum of the World Congress of Population that took
place in Bucharest, one month before the present Meeting, the president of
Romania mentioned in his address that '"Science will detect new food
resources and will also achieve the increase of soil fertility throughout the
world, thus providing large quantities of additional plant and animal
products for human consumption".

We, who work in the field of agriculture, are fully aware of the im-
measurable responsibility devolving upon us for a continual increase of food
production and for securing our people's welfare.

I take this opportunity to emphasize that the different uses of nuclear
energy for research and practical purposes together with the other scientific
methods and technologies used in different fields of agriculture, — are meant
to bring a substantial contribution to the improve- of the technologies
and, finally, to tne increase of the agricultural output.

In this respect, we place our trust in the activity and orientation of the
discussions of the eleven Working Groups of ESNA.

Along this line, a direct and concrete cooperation with all European
countries in the ueld of nuclear energy research and uses in agriculture is
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desired. As a fact, based on the conditions existing in our institutes and the
objectives facing us, the specialists will be able to find the means of coopera-
tion on a mutual advantage basis.

A first successful attempt, that may also serve as a good example of
bilateral cooperation, is the cooperation initiated between Romania and The
Netherlands in several important fields of application of nuclear energy in
ngrieulture

It is with a particular pleasure that I mention that the initiator and
animator of this cooperation is Dr. Dick de Zeeuw, the President of ESNA.

Distinguished audience,

Soon after it was founded, the Academy of Agricultural and Forestry
Sciences has attached a special importance to the development of nuclear
energy research and uses in agriculture.

Laboratories authorized for the use of nuclear sources in the field of
crop and forest plant nutrition and fertilization, as well as in the fields of
soil studies, irrigation and hydrology, veterinary medicine and animal hus-
bandry, plant protection, induced mutagenesis in plants, and plant radio-
stimulation were created 10 to 15 years ago.

Since most of the results obtained in these fields are already published
and others will be presented at this Meeting. I shall mention onb some of
the more significant achievements.

In the field of soil chemistry, different types of soils were characterized
with respect to their ability to bind the phosphate-anion, the mobilization of
sparingly soluble phosphates from acid soils was studied, the "available
phosphorus" and "exchange phosphorus" values were determined.

In the field of plant nutrition, interesting results were obtained ac-
counting for trace element deficiency, related to zinc nutrition in particular,
observed in the maize grown in some dammed up areas or on eroded soils.

Laboratory and greenhouse studies with Zn-65 elucidated the negative
effects of excessive humidity on zinc solubility in the soil and its absorption
in the corn plant.

In the field of crop fertilization, many studies were conducted during
the past ten years on the effect of chemical fertilizers, using radioactive and
stable isotopes such as N-15, P-32, S-35, Ca-45.

Romania, together with other countries, participated successfully in two
international programmes on maize and wheat fertilization, coordinated by
the Joint Division FAO/IAEA.

Similar studies were initiated lately within the framework of a national
programme in sunflower and soybean crops.

In the field of plant breeding, field studies were carried out on the
successive generations of barley, wheat, maize bean, soybean and flax plants
resulting from seeds irradiated with thermal neutrons and X-rays. Numerous
valuable mutants, in particular of barley and soybean, were selected for their
lodging resistance, productivity and earliness, and for their growth habit,
productivity and earliness, respectively.

During the past two years, within the framework of a bilateral coopera-
tion with Bulgaria, a programme of radiostimulation trials in maize and soy-
bean plants was realized on an area covering several thousands of hectares,
at different state and cooperative farms.

In the field of plant protection, our country had a substantial contribu-
tion, the methodology of radioactive labelling of harmful rodents being
developed for use in ecological studies.
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A series of aspects related to the use of pesticides in plant protection
were investigated by means of radioactively labelled compounds.

Lately, extensive studies were conducted on the modern method of pest
control, viz. the sterile-male technique used worldwide.

In the field of forestry, the technique of chemical fertilization of
Douglas fir, American poplar, osier willow and locust tree plantations was
developed using radioisotopes.

Important contributions were made in regard to the effectiveness of
systemic insecticides in controlling the xylophagous pests of poplar and
willow trees.

Many investigations were carried out in the field of veterinary medicine
and animal husbandry, several among these with an immediate importance
for production.

A series of pathological aspects in animals, such as the distribution of
some pathogenic microorganisms and aluminated vaccines in the body were
studied using radiotracers. Investigations were also carried out on the effects
of ionizing radiations on the evolution of several infectious diseases, the
immunodepressive features and mode of action of an anti-lymphocytary
serum, satisfactory results being obtained in the preparation of an irradiated
\accine against avain sygmosis.

Distinguished audience.

Like other fields of activity, the uses of nuclear energy in agriculture
derived a firm support from IAEA and FAO.

It is worth mentioning, for instance, that between 1962 and 1974,
IAEA and FAO have provided to our institutes eight grants of 6 to 15
months, in different countries and reputed centres, for studies in the
following specialities: soil chemistry, fertilization, plant physiology, plant
protection, forestry and veterinary medicine.

Five other specialists from Romania attended international courses and
participated in study trips organized between 1966 and 1972 by IAEA in
such fields as: genetics and plant breeding, agricultural chemistry, food
preservation, veterinary medicine.

A series of research contracts were concluded between IAEA and our
institutes. Due to these contracts, our laboratories were offered the opport-
unity to cooperate in international programmes and to supplement some
technical facilities.

Finally, I should mention that up to the present time, three Romanian
specialists were nominated as IAEA experts in Turkey, Morocco and Mali,
for programmes regarding the uses of nuclear energy in these countries.

Distinguished audience.

Our country, through the agency of the State Committee for Nuclear
Energy, the Academy of Agricultural and Forestry Sciences and the Colleges
of Agriculture, has adhered from the very beginning to the noble objectives
inscribed in the ESNA statute, aiming to contribute to the improvement of
man's welfare by the use of nuclear techniques in agriculture.

I am convinced that the Vth Annual Meeting of the European Society
of Nuclear Methods in Agriculture will represent an exceptional opportunity
for the development of new contacts between scientists and for the initiation
of new forms of cooperation between countries and institutes in Europe.

To conclude, I wish full success to these discussions and an agreeable
stay in Romania to all our guests.
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ANNUAL REPORT 1973/1974 OF THE CHAIRMAN OF ESNA
by

D. de Zeeuw

Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen,

First of all I would like in the name of all participants, to express our
sincere gratitude to our hosts for enabling us to be here in Bucharest. Most
of us arc at this moment guests, but I am sure we will all leave on Monday
next week being friends of your country. Especially I would like to thank
Professor Giosan for being our Honorary President. Professor Giosan is not
only President of the Academy of Agriculture and Forestry Sciences in
Romania, but has recently been appointed President </ the Great National
Assembly. Professor Giosan, these two positions lay a very heavy burden on
your shoulders. That nevertheless you can be with us to day is a great honour
and we thank you very much.

We are equally grateful for the fact that you, Professor Muresan, has
accepted our invitation to be President of our 5th Meeting. Grateful that you
have found the time, besides your duties as rector of the "N. Balcescu"
College of Agriculture, to assist us in this meeting. Insiders know how good
the relations are between ESNA and the Rumanian State Committee of
Nuclear Energy. Thank you very much Dr. Rodean, vice president of this
Committee, and Dr. Olariu, inspector of this Committee for your fine help
and your being here today with us. Your presence here underlines the im-
portance of our Society, especially with respect to improve the cooperation
of all European Countries in the nuclear agricultural field.

This is the first time that I have to give a report on the activities of our
Society during the past year and it is the 5th time that an annual report is
given. This means that my friend and colleague, the former chairman of
ESNA, Prof. Helmut Glubrecht has reported four times about our yearly
activities. His contributions and skill have made ESNA to what it is to-day.
Unfortunately he cannot be present at the opening session of this meeting,
but he will probably spend a few days in Bucharest at the end of this week.
We are very grateful for what he has done and we are proud that he is now
as a Deputy Director General of the IAEA again working for recognition of
nuclear methods in agriculture and for international cooperation.

Since last meeting in Louvain the Committee has met two times. We
have discussed many important questions. Amongst them I would like to
mention the following:

— the financial situation has improved somewhat by raising the
membership-fees to $ 10,—, S 100,—, $ 500,— respectively for in-
dividual, collective and patron membership. Additional reasons for
this raise were the devaluation of the dollar and the inflation of
costs;

— the annual contributions of the governments of the Federal Republic
of (jeiu.any and of The Netherlands. First steps have been taken to
ask the governments of Belgium and Italy to do likewise;

— the governments of the East- and Central-European countries, Hun-
gary, Poland, Yugoslavia and Romania contribute through financial
support of local and/or regional meetings;

— one more patron member joined our forces.
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1'his docs not mean thai our financial situation is sound. On the
co:itrar\. We will need additional funds in order to give the working groups
more possibilities tor extension of information and for integration of
:esearch. / "<>ui\/ like to make the coming year to tiie patron member year.
l"hai means that we promise each other to make in each country at least live
new patron members.

Some woiking groups ha\e been \ery active in the past year. Working
groups 2 and 7 met in Godollo (Hungary) and Hannover (FRCi) respectively.

The combined meeting of working groups 6 and H. which was originally
planned to take place in April 1474 at Zenuin (Yugoslavia) was postponed
to this meeting, wheieas the N-15 meeting will take place in December this
war in Zemun.

1 he working group 7 had a very effective meeting in Grenoble in April
ll>74, primarily on heavy metals. At the committee meeting in Warsaw 2—3
April 1M74 the new working group on nuclear methods in plant physiology
was established. This on the basis that enough interest from different
countries was clearh shown. The Committee has asked Dr. Antoszewski, the
initiator of this new working group, to call the meeting of this group during
this annual meeting. The Committee suggests that Dr. Antoszewski be the
candidate of the chairmanship of this group.

Unfortunately the chairman of working group 6, Prof. Scarascia-
Mugnozza had to decide to discontinue his chairmanship because of many
university duties and because of health difficulties We thank Prof. Scarascia-
Mugnozza very much for all his contributions to ESN A. We realize that he
is one of the pioneers of mutation genetics and mutation breeding in Europe,
and we hope that although he cannot be the chairman anymore, we will still
profit from all his scientific qualities.

ESNA cannot fulfil its role completely when it is not present at im-
portant scientific meetings and congresses. Therefore I was grateful that
ESNA was present at the Horticultural Congress in Warsaw, September
1974; at the FAO IAEA research coordination meeting on "Isotope Tracer
Aided Studies of foreign chemical residues in food", Vienna 4—7 June 1974;
at the OILB (Organisation Internationale de la Lutte Biologique)-meetings
on genetic control of insect pests, and at the FAO/IAEA Panel meeting on
Commercialization of Irradiated food items accepted for human consump-
tion, Vienna 18—22 March 1974.

The Committee asks all working groups to try to cooperate strongly
with sister European organizations or with European sections of international
organizations. The chairmen of all our working groups will be asked to
report at the next meeting the results of the discussions with sister organiza-
tions. And furthermore the Committee feels that a continued effort should be
made to represent ESNA at meetings like the Internationa! Botanical Con-
gress, the International Soil Congress, etc. etc.

From the reports we got from several working groups which have
experience with a newsletter, we have the impression that these newsletters
are of great importance to our common aims, viz. the exchange of scientific
results and the integration of research programmes. Therefore the Committee
decided that all working groups should study the possibility of initiating a
newsletter. Of course the working groups should decide themselves about the
content and frequency of their newsletters. The secretariat can print and
distribute the newsletters and can give them the same cover. Chairmen are of
course responsible for the content. I hope very much that the working groups
will decide to do so, also because of the enthousiastic experience with
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existing newsletters.
Ladies and gentlemen, we all feel that ESNA has reached a state where

we carry a great responsibility for scientific cooperation in Europe. This
responsibility should carry us further on the road to an improved European
understanding. There are still many barriers to take but enthousiasm and
CDnstructive critisism shall help us to overcome these barriers.

Bringing scientists together in European working groups has proven to
be an effective method for a more efficient use of available scientific poten-
tial, to a strengthening of European technology and to a more coordinated
aid for the developing countries. This is mainly the result of unselfishness of
many members. But also the results of our untiring and hard working
secretary Peter van Nicrop, who has, and I am a real witness, spent many
evening and weekend hours for the wellbeing of our society. As far as I am
concerned myself, I promise that 1 will continue the work of Helmut
Glubrccht in such a way that our society will contribute more and more to
our European aims. Our Society is a real link between all European nations
in a field which is very important for human welfare.
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W M A I RIPORT 1973 1974 OF THE SECRETARY
by

P. II. van Nicrop

Mr Honorary President Professor Giosan. Mr. President Professor Muresan,
ladies and gentlemen,

t\>i t!i«_- fiuli time during ihe existence of BSN'A I am given the opport-
unity to report to you about the activities of ESNA.

This report covers the period September 1973—September 1974.
The members of the Committee have assembled twice during the period

mentioned above, namely:
at I.ou\ain. Belgium on September 12th, 1973 and in Warsaw, Poland

on April 2nd and 3rd. 1974.
buring the past period several Working Groups have met:
a the working group "Radiation Stimulation Effects in Plants" in

Godollo. Hungary on March 4 and 5, 1974;
b thf working group "Environmental Pollution'" in Grenoble, France

from Aprif23 till 25, 1974.
c. A combined meeting of the Working Groups "Soil Plant Relation-

ship". "Environmental Pollution" and "Radiation Analyses" took
place in Hannover. Federal Republic of Germany, on February 7
and S, 1974.

If you were present at the meetings mentioned or if you are interested
in them, you will have already received the reports from the chairmen of the
Working Groups.

For the organization of this Annual Meeting I have visited Bucharest in
the period February 11—15, 1974. I would like to say a special word of
thanks to Dr. Stelian Stan, who as local secretary in Bucharest, has taken
much of the work of organizing this Annual Meeting out of my hands.

Finances

E\eryone of you has received together with the documents of this
Annual Meeting the financial survey over the period 1st September 1972—
1st September 1974. You also have received a budget for the period
September 1974—September 1975. I think the financial survey is self-
explanatory and it gives a reasonable idea of the financial situation of ESNA.

In the General Meeting held on next Monday during Plenary Session II
these documents are open for discussion. The agenda for this meeting has
also been distributed among you.

In this connection, I would like to ask you to pay your membership fee
for the year 1974, if you have not yet done so.

For everyone who prefers to pay in local currency you will find the
bankaccounts of Poland, Yugoslavia, Hungary and Romania on page 5 and
ft of the Proceedings 1973.

If you have any questions about payment of the membership fee or
about other matters concerning ESNA, please contact me in the ESNA
secretariat of this building.

Furthermore I would like to thank the members of the Committee for
the confidence they have put in me during the past period.

Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen, thank you.
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SOME ASPECTS OF RESEARCH IN PLANT BREEDING,
CONSERVATION OF GENETIC RESOURCES IN CONNECTION

WITH IRRADIATION PROCESSES
by

A. Jacques, FAO Project Manager

The problem of irradiation is the most actual one. Everybody is sensi-
tive for ii and for the consequences, irradiation may have on the evolution
of human life and environment.

Atomic energy responds to a strict necessity due to the lack of basic
conventional energy sources for the industry and the improvement of human
living conditions.

This is an irreversible process because the world has now the choice
between that new energy which is indispensable for its development or to
curb it.

But if the use of such an energy may be considered on the first hand
to be dangerous in certain cases, on the other hand it can be considered as
the most important tool men can use for the improvement of their living
conditions.

There are many aspects to consider as far as the plant production is
concerned. They are the following.

1) The induced mutations in plant breeding.
2) The preservation of food.
3) The conservation of cultivated and wild species as tar as their pre-

servation is concerned.

1. Induced mutations in plant breeding

Conventional breeding was developed in cereals by using systematic
crosses, accumulating the genes of resistance to diseases, of yielding capacity,
quality, agronomic value in connection with a high response to fertilizers, etc.

The potentials of the varieties could be better used by applying better
crop practices, fertilizers, irrigation, weed control, pesticides, etc, but the
genetic potential of a variety is limited to that potential and it is practically
possible to get a yield in accordance with the genetic patrimony only.

In cross pollinated species like maize and sunflower e.g., the creation of
hybrids by crossing "tines benefitting of their combination ability and the
heterosis effect has also some limitation as far as the yielding potentiality is
concerned.

In fact the general possibility of creating new improved varieties
depends on the genetic recorded stock existing in the world.

That is why in plant breeding the induced mutations by using ethyl-
methanesulfonate, ethylene imine, X-rays and gamma-rays can provide
broader possibilities to the breeders not necessarily to find directly mutants
having a better agronomic value, but which could be introduced into a plant
breeding programme.

The release of Pallas and Man barley varieties in Sweden can serve as
good examples.

This is what is done at the Institute for cereals and technical crops at
Fundulea on different species, the seeds beeing irradiated with fast neutrons
in Vienna in the framework of the joint FAO and IAEA action.
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The preservation of food

\1 \ purpose i> noi lo have the pretcntion lo explain to highly specialized
•.ciuihM-. in th.it field what h;is been done or what should be done but to
JMW the attention on the necessity to support such an action in order to
prevent los\e- and damages of food, because the existing lack in the main
parts of the world.

It we have too much fixni for our own needs we should either better
• u \ l our people, seil it to other countries or help the poorest countries by
,:v:!it' a as a aift until they will be able to become selfsupporting. But what
-'IMKI be considered here is the fact that, if developed countries are using
•:u v'.Limm:i rav irradiation fur food preservation in an experimental or prac-
tical M.ice. Romania does not have the disposal even of a small experimental
<.\.w an,! that at least one specialist should be trained in advance for
>•:•_•- :i!inu such a plant in order to learn and develop such a technique. We
t', know that people may be afraid to eat irradiated food. This is my case.
I", is (VAciiolocicul. But as soon as I think about the problem, that I am
progressively involved in, my understanding changes radically.

Do \ou think that the use of pesticides for pest control of fruits, cereals,
etc. may not be more dangerous for human health than irradiation? Do you
think that the food provided to animals and containing pesticides is not
1 vvvcled in human consumption even in a small proportion and that it may
not be dangerous for human life and health on a long term basis?

Should we therefore feel reluctant to the marvellous possibilities pro-
vided by irradiation for desinfestation of fruit, cereals and food in general
which were protected up to now by using bactericidal products, insecticides,
drying processes, cold storage or deep freezing?

Will the cost of irradiation become higher in the future compared to the
traditional processes and what will be the most economical and efficient
mean of preservation, taking into consideration the losses of food we must
avoid?

This has also a legal aspect to be solved by the World Health Organiza-
tion and the national health authorities.

3. The conservation of cultivated and wild species. The preservation and
conservation of the ecological and genetic resources

The prospects are that in the year 2000 the world population will
become twice as it is. This is a prediction based mainly on actuarial calcula-
tion but the conception of population limitation differs from one country to
another.

What is undoubtly the reality is that the world will need in the future
at least twice the quantity of the actual food production and that now two
third of the world population are living in poor conditions and are not well
fed.

Therefore the world will have to increase the production and take the
necessary measures to avoid wastes and losses.

There are different possibilities.
It is possible to increase the production by using better yielding varieties

having a higher nutritive value, by increasing the quantity of fertilizers,
applying improved agro-technical methods, good irrigation practices etc. and
where it is absolutely necessary to cut down forests and increase the area
under cultivation.
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This last measure leads to the destruction of the ecological balance and
can not be used systemically.

One of the most important means consists of the use of systematically
induced mutations for breeding purposes.

In maize breeding for instance the selection of erecioid types may lead
to the possibility of increasing the density of plants per square meter and
therefore of increasing the yield, under the condition of course that water.
fertilizers, light etc. may be supplied in optimal quantities and qualities.

The same genetic application may lead to the release of improved cereal
varieties.

Now in discussing irradiation we should take into consideration the
main actual problem which is the conservation and preservation of the
ecological and genetic resources.

Everybody knows that there are different centers located by Vavilov,
from which all the cultivated species are originating.

A part of these species is now lost because man's interference with the
nature balance and the substitution of improved varieties to the old local
populations having a broad genetic basis, which disappear. Ecologists.
breeders and genetists are aware of this situation which may lead to the
destruction and the loss of the genetic patrimony as far as botanical cul-
tivated and wild species are concerned.

The crop ecology and genetic resources unit of FAO has initiated a
strong action to preserve the ecological resources and to insure the conser-
vation of the existing species. Romania is intended to support this action.

Seed banks are created progressively in the world and seeds are stored
for a very long time in such conditions that they could maintain their
viability.

Drying processes are used, lowering the water content of the seeds to a
strict minimum, varying according to the species — storage in dry and
anaerobic conditions — at low temperature or storage of seeds in cans with
nitrogen. Scientists are aware that in order to save the future of humanity,
they must preserve the existing genetic resources and prevent the dis-
appearance of the cultivated and wild species.

Therefore I ask the following question.
What could be done by using radiation processes to contribute to the

conservation on a long term basis of seeds, planting material etc. without
inducing mutations?
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O I R Rl SI'ONSIIUl IIV FOR THK ENVIRONMENT
by

U. dc Zccuw

Science and technology ha\c been immensely successful in the devel-
oped world, and there seems to be no reason why they should not continue
lo be equally successful in the foreseeable future. We are. however, aware in
recent \ears that in some sections of our society this success is regarded with
some apprehension.

Theie is toda\ serious criticism of science and technology and a definite
emotional reaction against them. It has been realized that the enormous
social benefits which science and technology have brought to us. have been
accompanied by some social drawbacks. Thus, policies concerned with
science and technology in the next decades will have to take into account,
much more explicitly than in the past, the benefits and drawbacks, actual
and potential, that may result from the application of science or the develop-
ment of the technology.

In the last few years, there have been signs that objectives are changing.
Military, space and nuclear energy programmes and other large public
demands for science and technology are slackening off. It begins to be clear
what demands will be made. I wou'c1 like, today, to go specifically into the
new environmental demands.

In 1972 the first worldconference on the environment took place in
Stockholm. The secretary-general of this conference, Maurice Strong stated,
even at the start of the preparatory phase, that awareness and actions are
necessary because things must be approached in a "different" manner in this
world and on this earth. "Different" in the sense of a more responsible
handling of the earth. But why and how?

Before being able to answer these questions one has to realize how dif-
ficult it is to change or to bend historically arrived at situations and devel-
opments. Much courage and faith is necessary to do so. Much pain has to be
accepted to begin again after failure. Much loneliness has to be accepted by
a pioneer, who has, therefore, a vulnerable position.

Why must things be done in a "different" manner?

Damaging the environment and using up the natural resources is some-
thing which is done by people and which can be prevented or restricted by
people. In other words, ethics is i the game. There is also an imperative in
the game. Namely the imperative: do something otherwise life is in danger!
This imperative is an ecological one.

Ecology as a scientific activity describes the relations between living
organisms in the totality of the natural environment.

It gives an insight in mutual relations and exchange possibilities.
All life, including human life, is dependent on the mutual relations

between material and energy in the ecosystems of the earth. Human life and
continued human life is dependent on the activities of innumerable species
of plants, animals and lower organisms, and of complex physical and chemi-
cal reactions in the atmosphere, the water and the soil. But there is more!

An awareness and responsibility for nature is leading to the basis of a
deep respect for life. It was Albert Schweitzer who was the first to realize
that not the Cartesian "I think, so I am" is the starting point of ethics, but
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'"I am life that wants to live amidst life that wants to live". In other words a
responsibility for all that lives replaces the instinct ot self-survival. Ethics
has changed from relations between people only, into relations between
people and the environment.
It is this feeling of responsibility which we can use to assess the developments
of the last 100 years. One hundred years ago the most important criterium
for progress was the growth of material production.

History was considered as being a constant fight of rational man with
the powers of nature. Man could only become fulfilled when nature was
completely mastered. After 1870 this dynamic concrete expansion-thinking
is gradually replaced by the analysis of balance-thinking. The "cyclic"-
altitude was replacing the straight forward progression.

After the second world war the emphasis in economic science was
again placed on growth and especially on the problems of economic growth.
But now within the following framework: Future-idealism is being replaced
by the now-realism. The future is no more a separate entity, it has become
the so called, day to day progressing "now".

Everything that is concrete, real, visible, touchable, measurable, which
can be registered and controlled, is important, is "bon ton". Life is "matter
of fact-ness".

Indeed, the expansion of the welfare and production is the criterium of
the modern growth theory. This expansion is expressed in the measurable
entity of the real national product.

But there is still more! In the modern growth analysis not the growth,
but the growth-principle is the central axis. The growth curves disappear
happily in the empty space of the right top corner. No attention is paid to
the fact that there is a limit to growth. There is only growth and this is the
stable progression of an ever increasing consumption of goods, by a per-
petuation of the process of progression itself. The "cyclic" attitude has
practically disappeared. The cycle has become an infinite spiral.

This growth-thinking is without a future. It is rooted in the faith that
man is autonomous and that nature is his slave. Man is not cooperating with
nature but dominating nature. The cumulative population- and welfare
growth exerts an unacceptable pressure on the remaining basic materials and
minerals. We are approaching the natural limits of our economic expansion.
Being conscious of all this is already sufficient for the statement that things
have to be changed structurally.

But there is still more! Because of the fact that the emphasis is so
strongly placed on security for material existence and on enlargement of
private consumption bureaucracy and technocracy have increased greatly.

This faith in progression led to the development of structures in which
the concentrated power of the decision, of the knowledge and of the capital
are the dominating aims and not man and his happiness. But there is sl'll
more!

As I have said before, we feel more and more responsible for all that
lives. Also for the far away neighbour. Time has passed when foreigners,
enemies, slaves and criminals were not our neighbours. That we did not feel
any solidarity with them. The cooperation with developing countries, the
fight against racism and suppression, a more justified distribution of power,
knowledge, cultural goods and property, are today concrete political issues
and challenges. But also the well-being of our far away neighbour in time,
namely the future generation, is our responsibility. A concentration on
maximal welfare only for our generation is irresponsible.
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The ecological imperative together with the justice-imperative must lead
to esNcnual changes tn both individual and social structures. It is clear that
the human population cannot endless grow limitlessly in a finite environment
with finite natural resources.

How can we change?

Environmental problems are not new. Depletion of fields took place
i!read> in earlier history. Queen Eleanor of England fled from Nottingham
m 125" because of the foul smell caused by coal-burning. The first law
against pollution of the environment dates from 1273. Only 25 years later a
man was publicly executed because of unacceptable pollution.

Problems have, however, now become worldwide so that life really is
ai stake. How can we secure the continuous availability of natural resources?
liow can ue prevent further depletion of the environment? How can we
control the use of basic materials? How can we control economic growth? In
order to control this we must behave differently towards questions such as
natural resources, production, consumption and the third world.

What about the relation man natural resources?

The historical period of the "Industrial revolution" (circa 1850) was
characterized by the exploitation of natural resources. Previously man lived
in a mostly agrarian society. The fulfilment of the material needs depended
in the first place on the continuous flow of yields from the natural system.

The most important basic materials were of an organic nature: grains,
wood, sugar, cotton, wool and others. The energy used was mostly derived
from the sun: wind, water and wood and muscle power. The waste products
of prcxJuction and consumption processes were generally of organic nature
and could easily be recycled. Man lived and worked in a closed system and
utilized its yields. The utilization of these yields — "the flow" — did not
effect the natural system. The degree of fulfilment of human needs depended
mainly on the efficient use in the production process of the flow, the human
work and the capital.

The industrial revolution became possible by the "break-through" of
this closed system. By the use of mineral and fossil sources of energy, the
rate of production could be increased. Not only the increased flow of the
natural system but also the use of the "stocks" contributed to the fulfilment
of material needs. The increasing use of the "stock" materials still continues
today. "The stock", however, is finite, the "flow" becomes available each
year. A large scale use of the "stocks" has the following consequences.

— Stocks are depleted. The discovery of new deposits of minerals and
fossil energy only postpones the moment of complete depletion,

— The use of fossil basic materials and fossil energy enhances loss of
quality of the natural system. This decreases the yield or the flow of
our natural environment.

— We will still have increases in total production which cause amongst
other things a significant increase of the population by providing
more means of existence.

I assume that, in order to secure the necessary means of production,
adaptations are necessary even at this moment. The long-term safe-guarding
of sufficient means of production only seems possible when our system
becomes more a "closed system".
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In such a conception, our basic materials are considered as our working-
capital and consequently must be recycled. As such a recycling of basic
materials is an energy consuming process, we are obliged to find a solution
lor the menacing shortage of sources of energy. In this matter, a high
priority must be attributed to the development of energy sources having a
"flow-character". As it is not yet sure if nuclear fusion can be used in large
scale applications, we must concentrate on solar energy. To safeguard our
energy supply up to that moment, a policy of optimal spread of the available
sources of energy, including nuclear fission, is necessary. Such a policy
spreads the risks of environmental pollution and enables us to increase our
knowledge.

In the frame of this more closed system, its innovation will occupy a very
essential place. The switching from "growth" to more recycling is not
antagonistic with respect to our economy, our technical knowledge and our
science as such, but is against their priority and their overestimation.
Whether a "growth" or 'no-growth" policy is desirable it should not mean
that a large part of the world's population continues to live in squalor and
poverty.

What about the relation man. production and consumption?

As the environment in all its aspects is more and more characterized by
its scanty, it would be better to produce essential and durable goods instead
of to maximize production. It is, however, easy to talk, but how can it be
realized? How can we differentiate between essential and less essential
needs? What is valuable from a social point of view? To give an answer, we
first of all must indicate what kinds of consumption are "without sense" and
consequently can be omitted.

Although no concrete research on this topic has been carried out. the
differentiation will be very difficult. There are without any doubt some
products that can be missed without decreasing our welfare. The essential
products and sources will anyway continue to absorb the major part of the
national income. A part of the means of production that could be made free
will immediately be reused for the production of essential and realistic
individual and collective needs. This means a change in the production
pattern but not a decrease of production. It follows that very harmful sub-
stances could disappear, but one must not expect drastic improvements of
the environment from this change in production pattern.

More important should be the breeding of food products with a higher
nutritive value and improvement of food distribution and storage. Further-
more a more efficient use of energy, water, soil and basic materials is equally
important

Also a change in the character of economic competition is required in
such a way that unnecessary diversification of products and overconsumption
is avoided.

Finally the role of teaching and of extension service should not be
under-estimated. It is an illusion to think that an improvement of the
environment is realized only by laws and structures.

One should realize that the individual must have the right attitude and
must be willing to sacrifice part of his needs and welfare for an improved
environment and for the well being of his far away neighbour, both in

| distance and in time. This can only be reached by the democratic imperative.
1 Production and consumption is mainly a problem of social ethics. This ethic
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is critical of the artificial stimulation of needs and the production of non-
relevant goods.

In order to convince the man and woman in the street that it is not
obvious to stimulate consumption and buying-power. one has 10 pay more
.mention to dissemination of knowledge and information. Therefore a
democratization of the society is a prerequisite for cnvironment-con-scic'is
people.

How is it with our relations to the third world?

I sincerely believe that international environment-strategy should be
harmonized fully with the international development-strategy. A more
justified world society can only be obtained within a combined environment-,
basic materials-, development- and monetary strategy. The European
l-conomic Community and the Comecon should change their treaties in such
a wa\ that their economic and technological development should be put
more to the service of developing countries and of the conservation of the
natural environment. Of course the environment-policy of industrialized
countries must not decrease or endanger the development potential in the
third world. And we all realize that price-stability and fair prices for primary
consumable goods and raw materials are essential for these countries.

Summarizing

We need new criteria for our social-economic system, such as:
— humanitary and environmental hygienic conditions for new products

and important technical discoveries and findings before they are
put on the market;

— an international law against rpilling of basic materials and depletion
of natural resources, and against overconsumption;

— an international law-system which can force rich countries to do
justice to poor countries.

In other words a structural environment policy is necessary in order to
structurally change our society. In fact the challenge is to become better
people.

I sincerely hope that ESNA will also contribute in the field of environ-
mental research towards these aims.

And we must start today. To-morrow is late, maybe too late.
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PILOT PLANT FOR THE IRRADIATION OF SEWAGE SLUDGE
by

A.SuB
Bajerischt Landvsanstalt fiir Bodenkultur und Pflanzenbau, Miinchen

lor the application of digested sewage sludge in agriculture, a hygien-
i/.ation will be more and more desired. Besides the practically applied heat
treatment, the possibility to use radiation energy for disinfection should be
studied.

After a design period of five months and a construction time of five
months a pilot plant started operation in June 1973. In the meantime about
15000 m:i sewage sludge with a solid content of about 4% were treated with
a dose of 300 krad. The irradiation is done step by step in a volume of 5.6
m:i while the sludge is pumped steadily near the radiation sources. The
maximum capacity of the plant will be 150 m3/day and the ""Co-activity is
MO kCi.

The first experience showed that there is a killing of Salmonella in the
range of 10-'1—10" reduction rate. On Enterobacteriaceae there is a reduction
in the range of 10*—10s.

The effect of different treated sludge on soil and plants showed that
there is a better mineralization rate in the irradiation rows, while there are
no significant differences within the different treated and applied amounts
of sewage sludge for plant yield.

This pilot plant is combined with a research project dealing with three
main topics.

1. Collection of experience on the operation of a sewage sludge radia-
tion facility by means of economical and technical studies.

2. Investigations of the radiation induced desiniection under practical
conditions.

3. Investigations on the effect of irradiated sewage sludge in com-
parison with untreated and heat treated sludge on soil chemistry,
soil microbiology, soil fauna, soil physics, and vegetation yield at
four different locations. The aim of these experiments is to obtain
an information on the possibility to use irradiated sewage sludge
without any difficulties in agriculture.

The pilot plant is described in detail in the journal "Kerntechnik" No. 2
(1974), ' A n experimental irradiation facility for the sterilisation of sewage
sludge", authors: Adalbert SUB, Bayerische Landesanstalt fiir Bodenkultur
und Pflanzenbau, Miinchen and Freising, Heinrkh Motsch, Planungs- und
Betriebsbiiro des Abwasserverbandes Ampergruppe, Eichenau bei Miinchen.
Ernst Bosshard, Gebriider Sulzer AG, Winterthur, Schweiz, Gerhard Schur-
mann, Bayerische Landesanstalt fUr Bodenkultur und Pflanzenbau, Miinchen
and Freising, Otto Liischer, Gebriider Sulzer AG, Winterthur, Schweiz.
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NUCLKAR AGRONOMY IN FRANCE
by

P. Guerin de Montgareuil
Service de Radioagronomic,

Dcpartcincnt dc Biologic
C.E.N., Cadarache, France

Since the middle of the XlVth century the word agriculture has been
used in France as meaning all those operations which are devoted to trans-
forming the natural environment with a view to the production of plants and
animals that are useful to man, whereas agronomy is the scientific study of
the physical, chemical, biological and other problems that are encountered in
the practice of agriculture. In view of the fact that nuclear techniques are
tools associated with the activities of research rather than with those of
production, should we use the term nuclear agriculture, or the term nuclear
agronomy? We have here a linguistic problem which 1 shall leave to be
judged, in their wisdom, by the authorities of the ESNA, who have had no
hesitation in expanding their initials with the words "European Society for
Nuclear Methods in Agriculture", and still less in translating the title of my
paper into English as "Nuclear agriculture in France". Is this really a matter
of no importance? "If 1 were Emperor of China", Confucius once said, "I
should start by giving the definition of every word."

Whether it be nuclear agriculture or nuclear agronomy, it is at all events
a subject of immense scope, which there can be no question of attempting to
treat in e.xtenso and with which, to avoid abusing your patience, I intend to
take a certain number of liberties.
1. Firstly, I shall ignore whole sectors of the field, although they are very
well represented in your working parties. For instance, I shall say very little
about the subject of growth stimulation, and nothing at all about two others,
viz., environmental pollution, which was dealt with last year at Louvain by
my colleague FOURCY, and zootechny, a discipline in which the methods
and concepts associated with the use of tracers are more likely to be derived
from advances in nuclear medicine.
2. Next, I intend to place the emphasis on the present and future aspects
rather than on the past, for which I would refer the listener to two of our
previous papers, one of them given at the Second Geneva Conference on the
Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, and the other written five years later in
1969.
3. Finally, I shall deal at greater length with what is being done within the
CEA [Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique — Atomic Energy Commission]
than outside it, for many obvious reasons. It is the sector that I know best;
it will be therefore both easier for me to draw specific examples from it to
illustrate what I am saying and also less hazardous to make a forecast for the
future; ^nd since this forecast concerns an opening up towards the outside I
shall not have the feeling too much in doing this of betraying the community
of agronomic research.

And this community is an imposing one, in absolute values if not in
comparison with requirements: 15,000 people, of whom 5000 are research
scientists or technicians. If we look at this second figure alone, which is the
more significant of the two, we find that it is broken down roughly as
follows:
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(a) 3/5 for INRA (Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique) [Natio-
nal Institute for Agronomic Research], which covers the entire sector
represented by metropolitan France and the overseas colonies;
(b) slightly less than 1/5 for GERDAT (Groupement d'Etudes et dc
Recherches pour le Developpement de l'Agronomie Tropicale) [Study and
Research Group for the Development of Tropical Agronomy], a recent
amalgamation of the 9 research institutes or centres specializing in tropical
products which is funded partly from the French budget and partly from that
of the countries in which the various stations are located;
(c) 1/5 for ORSTOM (Office de la Recherche Scientifique et Technique
d'outre-mer) [Department of Overseas Scientific and Technical Research],
which is less orientated towards practical applications than GERDAT and
also has commitments in fields other than agronomic research, the only one
for which figures are given here;
(d) finally, several teams within the CNRS [Centre National de la Recherche
Scientifique — National Centre of Scientific Research], amounting to less
than a hundred people, whose objectives may be linked with agronomy: CPB
at Nancy [Centre de Pedologie Biologique — Centre for Biological Soil
Science] and CEPE at Montpellier [Centre d'etudes phytosociologiques et
ecologiques — Centre for Plant Sociological and Ecological Studies].

In preparing these figures I have not taken into consideration the work
done in university laboratories, as it is too difficult to quantify and relates to
disciplines that are generally situated up-stream of agronomy; and I have
deliberately ignored the organizations with a more technical vocation or of a
professional nature, as well as private research laboratories: except in a few
cases, their teams are not really concerned with the use of nuclear techniques.

In comparison with these numbers, what does the contribution made by
the CEA represent for agronomy? If we include all workers, there are just
over 80 research scientists and technicians, distributed unevenly between
Cadarache, Grenoble and Saclay. The largest team (60) constitutes the
Service de Radioagronornie [Radioagronomy Section], which was created in
1960 by the Departement de Biologie [Department of Biology] with the
specific aim of developing and implementing nuclear techniques for the
benefit of agriculture. Located since 1963 at the research centre at
Cadarache, it carries out research, both fundamental and applied, which
makes very extensive use of radiation and tracers. Next, there is the Labora-
toire de Biologie Vegetale (20 people) [Plant Biology Laboratory], which
was created at the research centre at Grenoble in close liaison with the
University and is now attached to the Departement de recherche fondamen-
tale [Department of Fundamental Research] of the CENG [Centre d'Energie
Nucleaire a Grenoble — Grenoble Nuclear Energy Centre]: this laboratory
links studies relating to plant physiology with ecological applications. The
remainder represents the activity of specialists in the Service des applications
du rayonnement et des radioisotopes [Department for the Uses of Radiation
and Radioisotopesl who work at Saclay and collaborate with several agrono-
mic stations, usually in the area around Paris.

Since it represents less than 2% of the total, the contribution made by
the CEA is by way of being a catalyst. The balance changes considerably if
the count is based on the research scientists on either side who actually make
effective use of a nuclear technique: less than 10% as against almost 100%,
especially as this use is occasional on the one side and more or less con-
tinuous on the other. The fact remains, however, that the agronomists within
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in the world
217

40
59

99

0.45

in Europe
78

33
21

54

0.39

in France
9

1
1

-)

0.22

ihe L'oinmi'-MiMi can make no mass impression and arc consequently obliged,
nx order to make any kind of impact, to restrict the number of research
snivels i n t o which the technical and scientific resources of the CEA arc
channelled. We shall review these subjects in the course of the general
Miru'y that 1 intend to give you, dealing in turn with the use of gamma
radiation, neutron?., and tracers.

Radiomutagencsis and plant breeding

When the experts count up the number of research scientists who are
working on irradiation with a \iew to the improvement of plant species as
against the number of varieties that have actually been obtained by induced
mutation in \egetatively propagating and sexually reproducing plants, they
arrive at the following results:

Radiomutagenesis
Number of scientists (N)
Varieties obtained by
induced mutation:

1,1) vegetative propagation
(2) sexual reproduction

Total (Nf)

"Productivity": Nf/N

This table would appear to indicate that, although France represents a
good average among the countries that arc working on radiomutagenesis, it
is lagging behind a little as regards practical results.

In actual fact, things are not as simple as that.
(1) As regards manpower, the situation is stationary, or rather declining;
the number of teams which are effectively concerned with agricultural radio-
genetics, has decreased in the last ten years from 5 to 3: one within the CEA
and two at INRA.
(2) As regards research programmes: at INRA the plant breeding station at
Mompellier is the only one concerned with applied radiomutagenesis, since
the present purpose of the mutagenesis laboratory at Dijon is the study of
the genetic and cytological nature of the modifications that are observed.
Within the CEA, the objectives of the agricultural radiogenetics group at
Cadarache have from the very beginning been on the methodological level.

(3) In view of this, it is not surprising to find so small a number of concrete
results. Especially since they make up in quality for what they lack in
quantity. The yellow carnation striped with red which was created by chance
at Cadarache and named Feu Follet may have met with only a suceds
d'estime and brought only modest dividends to the CEA, but the Delta rice
which was obtained at Montpellier by gamma irradiation of the Cesariot
variety has made an absolutely remarkable breakthrough. According to the
chairman of the Camargue rice growers, it is at present the most highly
valued of all European rices, and the 14,000 tons which were produced in
1973 were sold under excellent conditions despite the difficult state of the
market. I would mention at this point that the Montpellier station is con-
tinuing its work on mutagenesis with a view to obtaining a rice variety that
is resistant to Piricularia disease.
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As regards the research programme at Cadarache, this is being carried
out on a small number of sexually reproducing and vegctatively propagating
plants.

Three guiding principles have governed our work on sexually
reproducing plants:

(1) controlling the experimental conditions, as regards treatments and plant
material, so a.s to be able to reproduce at least the primary effects. Although
experiments carried oui on seed certainly enabled us to reproduce some
known results, they also demonstrated sor.,e wide variations which remain
uncontrolled;

(2) placing the emphasis on the dosage, which is the most effective para-
meter as regards accumulating genetic effects whilst still retaining a high
survival rate for the plant;

(3) lastly, relying on the plant itself to select the genomes which are com-
patible with a normal development.

With these in mind, we investigated methods of treatment other than the
irradiation of seed, in order to avoid, in particular, the limits constituted by
cellular restoration and intercellular competition, and moved on to the con-
tinuous irradiation of plants in the vegetative growth phase and during floral
differentiation. This latter technique is particularly well suited to plants
whose floral differentiation can be controlled, because it allows preferential
treatment of the germinal tissues since the vegetative organs already formed
are more radioresistant. In this way we have been able to deliver 19 krd to
the Tomato between germination and pollen-mother-cell differentiation,
using dose rates of 500 rd/day during the vegetative phase and 200 rd day
during the floral phase.

The carnation is our preferred model of vegetatively propagating plants.
The irradiation of carnation cuttings has provided us with a certain amount
of information and taught us, for example, that pile neutrons are no more
effective than gamma radiations. On a more fundamental level, the study of
the action of radiations on the structure of carnation chimaeras has led us
to demonstrate the possibility of an interaction between genotypes which
shows itself in a phenotype that does not correspond to the genotypes in-
volved.

All our experiments on seed, cuttings or plants in the course of devel-
opment are also turned to good use for practical applications, notably in the
creation of varieties that are resistant to disease (Fusarium disease of carna-
tion). Work of this kind can succeed only if it is undertaken in collaboration
with breeders who are determined to produce the sustained effort that is
essential. It is our intention in the future to launch several operations along
these lines.

I promised to be brief on the subject of the radiostimulation of growth,
and here is the reason why I did so: in 1965, after 5 years' work, we halted
the programme of tests on growth stimulation because of the impossibility of
mastering the technique sufficiently well to be able to guarantee the repro-
ducibility of the effects. We have, however, continued to follow the literature
with interest, particularly the work published in "Stimulation Newsletter".
If you so wish, we shall return to the subject next year, and with that I shall
leave the subject of the genetic and physiological effects of gamma radiation
administered to plants.
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Irradiation of foodstuffs

ti.ininui mutilation is the newest of the processes that have been
developed b\ man to preserve his food. As you know, there are not vcrv
mam such processes. In \iew of this, in the industrialized countries, and
pariicularh in 1 ranee, the most common reaction of tlv; legislator has been
tirstlv to prohibit irradiation, and then gradually to make exceptions b>
crantini; specific authorizations under well defined conditions and for well
defined products. Some people believe that this cautious altitude is an in-
viuect land unconscious) consequence of Hiroshima.

So Mr. however, none o! the authorizations alrcadv granted throughout
the wot Id t" products in 1 to 14 countries) has led to really large-scale corn
merciali/ation. This illustrates another, more commonplace obstacle, that of
JimiMni between the resistance of the consumer to innovation and the
reluctance of the manufacturer towards imestment. At this point we must
remember that the sealed can of tinned food took almost a century to
process from the brain of its inventor to the grocer's shop-window.

In my \iew-. this progress is likely to be much quicker in the case of
irradiation, tor which the odds seem better today than ever before. Of the
reasons behind this optimistic view. I would mention in particular the fact
that the world is at present in a period of food shortage, in contrast to the
abundance announced by certain experts. The attitude of the developing
countries such as Thailand seems to me to be highly significant from this
point of view: they are now undertaking trials on an industrial scale, whereas
not so long ago their attitude was that they were frightened of acting as
euinca-pies for the industrialized countries, as evidenced by the Iskenderun
affair in 1969.

Until recently, French work on the irradiation of foodstuffs has been
scattered and somewhat sparse: on the fundamental research level, some
isolated investigations, which I shall not describe in detail here, on the effect
of gamma radiation on micro-organisms (notably yeasts) or chemical sub-
stances (vitamins and c"gars), and an equally limited number of research and
development subjects, viz. potatoes, meat, frozen eggs and. above all,
powdered foodstuffs.

In France, the potato is the first and as yet the only foodstuff to have
been the subject of an authorization, which is valid for 5 years and for
quantities that are, in principle, unlimited. The decree was issued in Novem-
ber 1972, whereas the application was submitted in 1962, by a manufacturer
(Conservatome). The quantity that will actually be consumed in 1974 will
be around 4 or 5 tons. In the meantime, the research work carried out by the
CERDIA Laboratory of Industrial Biochemistry (Massy) has been aimed
essentially at developing a test for identifying irradiated tubers.

The research on meat (beef and sliced ham) and also on frozen eggs is
not yet complete. In the first case, it is merely a question of an irradiation
lest in vacuo followed by bacteriological examination. The second program-
me, which is aimed at the destruction of Salmonellae, goes further than this,
since it involves tests on edibility, identification and even estimates of costs,
but still without reaching the stage of applying for authorization (Veterinary
Sendees, Paris).

A quite different approach has been used by the Radioagronomy Sec-
tion, which decided to follow matters through from start to finish on one
specific product; in the event this was selected from among powdered foods,
which present a problem of bacterial sterilization and represent a good model
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(or irradiation. Moie specifically, we decided as early as I%4 that maize
March was a valid subject for a medium-term programme. And even more so
from the point when we were able to attack the problem by united action. A
manufacturer (El* Requeue) who was directly interested in the sterilization
of SO to KM) ton* day of pure starch, agreed to undertake the technological
studies. t.'ERTIA (Lille), a semi-public organization, established a foodstuffs
radiomicrobiology branch at Cadarache. The CKA undertook responsibility
lor coordinating all the work and for the tests on harmlessness: this latter
function assumes a particular significance when we remember that starch is
a simple and very common food constituent that can well serve as a model
!<> a whole range of products.

Toxicologjcal evaluation is unquestionably the mosl critical part of the
programme, and we took care to undertake it in close liaison with an expert
who is also an active member of the authorities responsible for issuing a
decision on the treatment. This cooperation has been profitable for all con-
cerned; in particular, we have been able to watch the toxicoloiiist's opinion
change in pace with the result.-, of the investigation, which was carried out
in three directions: tests on animals, tests on bacteria, and identification of
tadiolysis products.

Of the techniques developed for the reliable identification of radiation-
treated substances, 1 shail mention the use of maize starch uniformly labelled
with carbon-'4 by agronomic methods, which makes it possible to obtain a
result in conditions of remarkable simplicity and reproducibility. The addi-
tion of 40 mg of cold hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF) to the soluble extract
of 5 g of irradiated labelled starch makes it possible, after precipitation of
the corresponding osazone, crystallization and purification up to constant
specific radioactivity, to establish to within 10% the quantity of HMF pre-
existing in the sample, i.e. 2.5 mg/kg.

This team effort, which has been partially financed by the DGRST. will
eventually lead in 1976 to the submission of an application for authorization
to irradiate maize starch on an industrial scale. Meanwhile, the study of a
pilot installation has been carried out by the relevant sections of the CEA on
our initiative and up to the point of inviting tenders. This means that we have
been able to calculate the cost of irradiation treatment accurately, and we
found that it was not very high (4 to 5 centimes per kg).

As regards ihe immediate future, inasmuch as it concerns us. we see it
taking shape in two directions.

(!) In fundamental research, work on the scheme of degradation of the
starch maeromolecule under the effect of irradiation. The value of such a
project, which will very probably be carried out in close cooperation with
the relevant experts of 1NRA, lies firstly in the information that we are
seeking regarding the mechanism of the action of radiation on biological
matter in the dry state, a field of radiobiology which has been little studied,
and secondly in the anticipated medium- and long-term spin-off on the
toxicological, technological and nutritional level.

(2) In research and development, work planned on powdered foods.
Realizing the value of the radiosterilization of food for laboratory animals
both for the public health authorities and for the manufacturers concerned,
in collaboration with all the parties concerned we have taken the steps which
should lead before the end of 1974 to the issuance of a decree of authoriza-
tion. When this has been obtained, we intend to conduct with INRA a joint
programme of work which will first be applied to food for laboratory animals
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with a view u> causing out indies during the period of provisional authoriza-
tion, and thai to iho feed ot farm livestock \Ve feel that advances achieved
in these two Jiitvtions are those most likely to guatantee the promotion of
the uiadiation of toodsiuffs lor humans

Neutron agronomy

Pile neutrons are expensive md not really exportable; these two
cii.t'acteiisiiv's togelher are enough !o slow down the development of acina
•.••>; ..7i.i/\\:\ in agronomy. A situation ol this kind is not necessarily wholly
unprofitable it iorces the tesearch worker to select the most specific applica-
tions O: these. I sluil give various examples almost all of which relate to
,he future.

Americium-bery Ilium sources, on the other hand, which deliver a modest
flux of la-t neutrons, are portable and inexpensive. The experts very quickly
realized the use that could be made of them in measuring soil moisture, both
on the surf ice and at various depths. Possibly too quickly, because in France
towards '.he sixties we began by wanting to have our iwuiron probe like
e\er,bodv eKe. and then discovered that the calibration of soils presented a
-eruius difficulty, since the gravimetric method was both too laborious and
;,io inaccurate.

We therefore gave top priority to the solution of this problem of calibra-
tion, starting from a theory of scattering of three energy groups of neutrons.
The method consisted in constructing a physical representation model of the
moisture meter, with the aid of which the calibration curves (which in the
range of agronomic water contents arc in fact a family of straight lines)
could be represented by a formulation of the type

N = (yn, + ,")H, + yj, + 5
where N = count rate

H, -• volume humidity
i<y = dry density
rt.;l,y.h - characteristic parameters of the soil being studied.

To start with, these parameters were calculated from the results of
chemical analysis of the soil, with allowance for the nuclear characteristics of
the component elements. But it was not always easy to carry out this analysis
accurately, particularly as regards the trace elements with a high absorbing
power. An elegant solution was provided by the determination of the sum-
mation constants 2)» and 1,, of absorption and scattering, at the thermal
level, of each soil. This was because two relationships exist, which we suc-
ceeded in demonstrating, between the parameters a, ft, y, 8 and the
constants IH and I . which means that provided these latter two values are
known it is possible to define the calibration curves. In short, the problems
of interpretation that were presented by the use of neutrons, have been
solved by proper analysis of their behaviour.

On the practical level, an original, rapid and easy method makes it
possible to determine these constants. It consists in measuring, in an Am3
graphite stack enclosing in its centre a 3 Ci americium-beryllium source,
firstly the perturbation induced by the introduction of a soil sample between
the source and a BF:; counter placed inside the assembly, and then the flux
transmitted from one of the faces across the same soil sample on to an
external counter shielded with cadmium. The N, and NP counts that are
obtained are both functions, but to differing degrees, of £„ and £,,. In this
form, the equipment r--<. handle 20 samples per week, with attention from
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the ojvjrator for one hour per day. Analyses arc carried out on receipt of
requests addressed to the (adarache Centre; we have already carried out a
great many on samples originating both from France and abroad, including
Japan.

Once the problem of calibration had been solved, the neutron method
regained all its former promise, and the technological advances all their
ignificance. It was then that we developed several original instruments: a

point moisture meter which gives accurate data for surface measurements
and a neutron slake which is in use in Madagascar in the suuar cane planta-
tions, and. more recently, an automatic probe (NEMO) and a simplified
probe (SOLO) on which I shall dwell for a moment.

NEMO probe

The need to obtain a large number of neutron readinus duy and night at
what is sometimes a very fast rate, as in the ca.se of filtering soils, prompted
us to develop a moisture meter that is automatic and compatible with pro-
cessing by computer. It consists of three parts;

(1) neutron probe with 50 niCi Am-Be source. BF or "He counter, am-
plifier and VHT:

(2) mechanical module, comprising an electromechanical winch, biological
shielding, and a battery;

(3) electronics module providing facilities for programming its operation,
automatic control of the measurement cycles, and digital recording on
minicassette.
The instrument is portable (15 kg), and its period of independent opera-

tion is 24 hours; the probe descends to a depth of up to 10 m and carries out
1 to 100 measurements per profile. A read-off interface transfers the data
on the magnetic tape on to print-out or punched tape.

For the time being, the NEMO probe has been manufactured on the
basis of an introductory range of a dozen instruments, some of which have
been in operation in Africa for two years. The launching of a new range is in
progress: the price of the instrument is approximately 75.000 F.

SOLO probe

1 he objective in this case was an instrument of simple and inexpensive
design which is easy to handle and yet provides facilities for recording data.
The characteristics of the SOLO probe satisfy this requirement for maximum
simplification: for example, the neutron source is a low-activity one (10 mCi)
in order to eliminate all problems of radiological protection, the count rate
is pre-set so that measurement in water gives a reading of 1000, and
recording is carried out on thermo-sensitive paper.

The instrument comprises a probe connected by VHT cable to a box
which holds all the electronics and has a minimum of control buttons: start
measurement, start paper tape, and select measurement time (two positions
t0 and 4 X t0). It operates on batteries and weighs less than 6 kg.

The SOLO probe has been at the prototype stage for several months.
We are planning to manufacture a range consisting of 50 to 100 instruments:
its price should make it an attractive model on the international market.

The knowledge acquired on the behaviour of a fast neutron flux in a
soil has enabled us to demonstrate other possibilities that are offered by this
method. For instance, combined thermal-epicadmium counting provides a
measurement of the moisture independent of density and, in addition, a
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means of determining in *••'" the slope of the calibration lines Also, the
• eMilis of vpectrometnc anaKsis of the fast flux transmitted by a moist so;'
demonstrate the possihilit\ of a measurement of moisture content which can
be eith.-r c\wvmel\ localized or. on the contrary, carried out on a large
volume o! soil This is an alternative which is not offered by measurement of
'he thermal level in the vicinit> of the source, because the resolving power is
hmited in both directions b> the volume of the sphere of importance

It can milv be said that the prospects for the development of neutron
methods in agronomy, if we only add to them the (>,n) method of detection
m vtu of deulcnued water and the neutronographv of roots, are more or less
unlimited, and there is no question of our advancing in all directions. More-
over, there is absolutely no question of our advancing alone. Now that the
ki-w principles ha\e been established, the initiative must be handed over to
the users Ii i-, up to the agronomists and the hydrologists to decide and to
tell us which path of research they think the most fruitful and which techno-
logical refinement ihe most urgent. Therefor, at the end of last year we
founded a W'titiiwavronomv Club which combines three kinds of skill:
i-ronomic (1NRA. ORSTOM. GERDAT. etc.). nuclear (CKA) and techno-
'"tucal (manufacturers). This club constitutes a think-tank which meets at
Last once a year and deliberates on the programme to be entrusted to a
rmlti-organizational action group which is to be set up at Cadarache in 1975
1: is our intention to fulfil the functions of encouragement, coordination and
training within this group for several years; in return, we expect from the
group a successful demonstration of the transfer into the agronomic world of
nuclear expertise.

Radioactive tracers in agronomy
The radioactive tracer is only a tool, but a research tool that is both

irreplaceable and demanding. As you know, these two characteristics
represent for the ESNA both a justification for its existence and a risk. The
justification lies in the difficulties of using tracers: they could profitably be
discussed, even in English, around a European conference table. The risk is
that of seeing nuclear agronomy becoming gradually identified with the
whole of agronomic research. We have this problem to some extent within
the CEA. and this is why we have chosen to use tracers in some of the less
popular fields that we have found both in the study of plants or soil and,
more recently, in that of water and insects.

Plant physiology

In France, as everywhere else, plant physiology is the discipline that
most often uses tracers. A brief bibliographical survey gives the names of
250 research scientists in France, 100 of whom are working on physiology
subjects relating to agronomy and 50 of whom are at INRA. In view of this,
I shall confine myself to telling you what is being done within the CEA.

At Cadarache our studies are directed towards photosynthesis and
towards the rhizosphere, which might be said to amount to attacking the
plant at both ends.

Tn photosynthesis, we have been working for 15 years on the problem
presented by the origin — and for 3 years by the destination — of photo-
synthetic oxygen. By force of circumstances we have become one of the few
laboratories in the world specializing in the use and exact measurement of
oxygen-18, in particular for the isotopic analysis of very small quantities (a
few dozen nanolitres) of oxygen released during very short periods of time
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(a few successive flashes). Tins type of procedure is absolutely essential
nowadays m order to identify, beyond what has been called the photolysis
ol water, the immediate precursor of oxygen. Also, the use of l s O and 1;{C
has provided us with completely new information regarding the destination
of oxygen consumed in the presence of light which compels us to review the
biochemical mechanisms that have been proposed to explain photorespira-
tion. I would mention here that this phenomenon corresponds in plants of
the C;1 type to a squandering of energy, and that any improvement of our
knowledge of this subject is likely to have important agronomic repercus-
sions, some of which are already in sight. Along the way we have developed
a solar monochromator which is still to this day the most posveiful in the
world. It has enabled us to demonstrate, in the course of photosynthetic
induction processes, an effect of the phylochrome type which is at present
the subject of our investigations.

i should now like to describe a project that has been developed at
(adarache for several years under the name of CJA (Automatic Artificial
Atmosphere Growth Chambers). There are several considerations which
have been responsible for the development of this project:
(1) historically, the wish to produce plants uniformly labelled with ! *C for
the purposes of our own researches and those of the agronomic community,
(2) the method adopted, which consisted in carrying out (for reasons which
at the start were those of mere convenience) automatic control of the para-
meters that govern the growth of a plant made to live in a confined atmos-
phere;
(3) the result that was obtained, which by the same token became an
objective, viz. the quantitative and instantaneous measurement of the
metabolic requirements of the whole plant regarded as a single system;
(4) lastly, the discovery that the procedures developed in this way repre-
sented the only method of using radioactive tracers correctly in many
problems of plant physiology or agronomy.

The items of equipment developed for this purpose have the following
characteristics:
(1) modular chambers that can be adapted to varying requirements on the
basis of a single structure of standard design;
(2) excellent water tightness, allowing nuclear experimentation in complete
safety and also use in a metabolic chamber;
(3) quantified control, which is now operable as regards photosynthesis,
respiration and transpiration and in the course of development as regards
mineral nutrition. For this, the plant is at present connected to a central
control system and in the next few weeks will be connected to a small
computer.

The present and potential applications of the C23A project are extreme-
ly wide-ranging:
(a) production of uniformly labelled 14C maize seeds, for our studies on the
toxicological evaluation of irradiated starch, and soon of U13C sugar-beet or
sugar cane (saccharose);
(b) study of the oxygen effect on plants of the C3 or C4 type;
(c) study of the water cycle (cf. below);
(d) measurement of root exudation with the aid of ^COo in combination
with photosynthetic activity. A good ilustration of the possibilities offered
in this field by the C23A project is provided by the example of maize placed
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:n M.enle .iinl rip'roiis agricultural conditions This constitutes an experiment
on conunuous labelling in almoM perfect conditions, in which the onl\ effect
iv dilution os the carbon pre-existing in the seed: the aerial and below-
unniiul parts arc kept totally separate by means of a sealed joint. After 31
da\s 'he following balance is obtained:

Root Stem leaf ( (K present
sjvci'icac'.iMU Ci g 316 30.l> .35 5 "35.5

33 7
1 tu- diMeience in the RAS values is due to the dilution of 2.06 g of ' *C b\
e l l r ni the '-'( of the seed. 1 3 of which is relocated in the root and 2 3
in the stem

In these conditions, we find that the ' >C exuded by the roots represents
0 3 ' . of the : '(." assimilated b\ the lea\es 11--30 days old. and 0.7rf for
!ea\es 50 60 da\s old; that the distribution between the soluble and in-
soluble fractions is in the ratio of 5 to 1; and thai exudation takes place day
and night.

1 his constitutes an approach that is of the greatest value for the study
<<f plant-plant relationships (cf. weed research scientists of INRA) a.id ot
plant-soil relationships. At the moment we are studying, under a "Rhizo-
sphere" programme being carried out in collaboration with the CPB at Nancy,
the non-symbiotic fixation of atmospheric nitrogen in rice and in maize, using
1 'C and l 5N. 14C is used to measure the energy contribution of the plant,
and i:>N to measure the nitrogen removed from the atmosphere by the micro-
flora. in the absence or presence of some form of mineral nitrogen.

! must not leave this subject without mentioning the work of our col-
leagues at the CENG Laboratory of Plant Biology, who are moving in-
creasingly nearer, on the basis of a nuclear technique (tracer or trace-element
monitored by radioactivation), to processes of physiology on the cellular or
sub-cellular scale: for example, the part played by manganese in the chloro-
plast at the photosystem level; molybdenum and nitrate reductase.

Agricultural hydrology

The few publications to be found in France on the use in hydrology of
tracers specific for water are the work of hydrogeologists who try to make
the most of the "natural'" variations in the content of oxygen-18 and tritium
in water. From the point of view of agricultural hydrology we have here a
large gap which is not confined to our country alone and which we have
attempted to fill by channelling in this direction, about three years ago, the
research effort which had until then been devoted to the neutron method.

The use of tracers for studying the water cycle in the soil-plant-
atmosphere system is no simple matter. In order to be able to distinguish the
various parameters involved, our research scientists began to work along two
convergent paths:
(1) construction of experimental assemblies of increasing complexity: soil
columns fitted with instruments for the automatic measurement of moisture
by y-transmission, tensiometers, and then a (y,n) probe for the measurement
of deuterium; soil without plant, saturated or non-saturated, modified or not
modified; soil with plant, encloseJ in a C23A chamber;
(2) use of increasingly elaborate mathematical models (CSMP) for com-
parison and adjustment.
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I should like to demonstrate the value of this combined approach with
several examples.
(a) Measurement of the coefficient of dispersion A displacement experiment
on a column of moi.st soil with triliated water leads directly, with the aid of a
suitable simulation model, to measurement of the coefficient of hydro-
dynamic dispersion, in the case of a saturated medium. 1'he use of double
labelling (aH, lHO) made it possible to extend this result to the case of non-
saluraled media.
(b) Transfer of solutions. A comparison has been made, as a tracer for
water, between tritium on the one hand, the iodine-131 anion being weakly
adsorbed, and strontium-90, the cation being strongly adsorbed, on the other.
It is shown that iodine can in certain conditions be regarded as a good in-
dicator of the transfer of water in the liquid phase, while tritium also in-
dicates transfer in the vapour phase. On the other hand, the behaviour of
strontium demonstrates the importance of the adsorption-desorption pro-
cesses, the need to take account of the hysteresis of the phenomenon, the
necessity of basing the definition of the parameters of adsorption not on
static tests but on dynamic tests on a column, and the value of taking non-
modified samples. This study of the behaviour of solutions opens up some
stimulating prospects for the use of radioactivation in the multiple-element
aiiaiy.is (15 elements monitored) of samples of plants, soils and soil solu-
tions.

(c) Efficiency profile of roots. Some data have already been obtained with
isotopes such as a-P, but what we have just said above demonstrates that
only the isotopes of oxygen or hydrogen are suitable for describing the move-
ment of the water molecule. A typical experiment consists in injecting
labelled water into the soil at a given level and given moment in time (at
several levels and several moments if several tracers are being used), and
then measuring the variation, as a function of time, in the isotopic composi-
tion of the water transpired. Comparison between the experimental result
and calculation by mathematical simulation provides quantitative information
on the efficiency profile of the root.

We thought from the start thai these experimental assemblies would be
a source of attraction for research scientists outside the CEA. This prediction
is now coming true, notably in the case of INRA, on which we are relying to
transfer into the field studies which at Cadarache could be carried out only
on a laboratory scale.

Fertilizing
Long before the creation of the Radioagronomy Section, a few research

scientists at INRA played a pioneer role in using 3-P for studies on
phosphate fertilizing. It must, however, be acknowledged that they let the
matter rest at the stage of a few admirably written papers, and in general
isotopic methods have only very receatly come to be included in the arsenal
of techniques for evaluating the fertility of a soil or the effectiveness of a
fertilizer. This situation is now in the process of changing rapidly, and there
is no doubt that the research carried out at Cadarache on methodology,
notably on the use of phosphorus-32 and nitrogen-15, has had a hand in this.

All soil science experts have heard of the E values (isotopically ex-
changeable phosphorus), L values (Larsen technique) or A values (Fried
technique) which are used to differing degrees to determine the amount of
available phosphorus in a soil, with or without fertilizers depending upon the
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circumstances The expert at Cadarachc attempted to look at this a little
more clearlv and a little more objectively; in my opinion he has succeeded.
and I shall attempt to demonstrate this to you with the aid of two examples

R e l a t i o n s h i p s b e t w e e n li a n d L. When ; i-P(), is added to
.'. soil-solution system, it is found that the radioactivity disappears gradually
from the solution as the result of a process of isotopic dilution with the
phosphate ions of the solid phase. On the basis of R, the initial radioactivity.
and S. the specific radioactivity of the solution measured at time t, we cal-
culate I! • R S. the quantity of phosphorus that is isotopically diluted at
the same instant. F. increases indefinitely with lime, whereas the most patient
research workers discontinue theii measurements at the end of 15 days, li
has been shown here thai there exists in all cases, on condition of correct
and rapid operation, a linear relationship between log M and log I that is
valid between 30 seconds and several months, which made it possible:

(1) to find in 100 minutes, i.e. 1000 times more quick.lv, the Larsen values
measured on the plant after tuo and three months;
(2) to demonstrate the superposition of two processes: an instantaneous
dilution in a pool of phosphate ions measured by means of a return labelling
technique, and a subsequent diffusion of varying degrees of slowness, with a
constant coefficient characteristic of each soil and of each soil-fertilizer pair;
(3) to replace exact data by a kinetic view that is capable of enabling more
sophisticated interpretations: for example, calculation of the activation
energy of the process of phosphate ion diffusion, which was evaluated at
13.8 kcal for the soil of the castle at Cadarache.

R e l a t i o n s h i p s b e t w e e n L a n d A. The simultaneous use
of !-'P and :j:iP has shown that, in general, the characteristic L value of the
phosphorus pre-existing in the soil is the same both with and without
fertilizer, and that therefore the best use that could be made of the value A
is to introduce it into the formula K - LA. where K is the ratio of the
respective rates of use by the plant of the original phosphorus of the soil
and of that added by the fertilizer.

In the field of phosphate fertilizing, the effort expended on information
and training is starting to bear fruit: at IRAT. for the study of tropical soils,
at INRA, which is involved in a whole range of experimentation on secular
plots, and even in Romania, which not very long ago sent us two research
scientists for training. They enabled us to benefit from their expertise and,
I know, are in their turn deriving profit in their own country of the
knowledge they gained in our laboratories.

Since I am forced to be selective, I shall be brief on the subject of
nitrogen-15, a subject which is remarkably Wank, since there is to this day
no mass spectrometer or similar instrument in use for 15N in any French
agronomic research establishment, and yet important in the eyes even of the
nitrogen experts. Our intention, from the start, was to show that mass
spectrometry was not such a very complex technique and that an instrument
of relatively modest cost and performance could handle 40 samples per day
with a good degree of accuracy. We also tested carefully the possibilities
offered by optical spectrometers, which are less accurate but more econo-
mical both to buy and to run. Instruments of one or the other type will soon
be in operation at agronomic stations in France (GERDAT) and in Africa
(ORSTOM). Until such time as teams have been formed with whom we can
communicate, we have carried out investigations with 1!>N both in growth
chambers and also on agronomic plots under programmes of collaboration,
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with a view to measuring the coefficient of utilization of fertilizer nitrogen,
in mineral or organic form.

Other radioactive tracers have also been used, but only occasionnally:
carbon-14 and calcium-45 at Nancy (CNRS), potassium-42 at Nogent
(IRAT), suiphur-35, manganese-54 and iron-59 at Cadaraehe and copper-
64 at Bordeaux for the vine, and at Grenoble under a programme of collabo-
ration launched by INRA on the enrichment of the pastures with trace
elements.

As far as the immediate future is concerned, we believe that the
emphasis should be placed on the study of variation in soil organic matter,
with the simultaneous use of various indicators including plants uniformly
and, where necessary, doubly labelled with carbon-13 or -14 and nitrogen-15,
and that we should move beyond the stage of total values to arrive at the
study of the elemental mechanisms.

Insect ecology

To be strictly logical, this section should be called "uclear entomology,
with the usual two subdivisions of radiations and isotopes.

In recent years, research in France on the irradiation of insects has lost
the practical nature, directed towards control by radiosterilization of males,
which it possessed previously, and is developing into the direction of more
fundamental objectives. The publications that we counted (about thirty in
5 years) deal more with the effect of radiation on certain physiological func-
tions: moulting, fertility, egg-laying, thennogenesis, etc., and are generally
the work of university laboratories.

The labelling of insects, on the other hand, has undergone a certain
development among the entomologists of INRA, frequently with the advice
and support of technicians or nuclear agronomists based at Saclay and
Cadarache. It is being applied to problems of the exchange or storage of
food, with the use of traditional (198Au, 3-P) or less common (141Ce,
1:1'I) labels. It is also being used for studies on dicpersion-migration, and in
this case those chosen are stable isotopes, analysed by radioactivation,
because of their non-contaminant nature. Of a dozen or so elements
possessing favourable characteristics, iridium-191 has so far proved to be
the most promising for studying the movements of Carpocapsa and
Coccinella labelled by ingestion.

All this, however, constitutes "primary" labelling, that is, in the final
analysis merely isotopic colouration. In my opinion, we can achieve much
greater things than this by the use of tracers to advance our knowledge,
particularly on the quantitative level, of insect ecology. Hence the title of
this section, which is also the name of the 10th working group of ESNA.
Once we accept the formula of the American ecologists, viz. "one tracer, one
function", the multiple-labelling of insects can be seen to be, over and above
the technical difficulties, an extremely powerful tool for the study of the
relationships between the insect and its environment. It is still necessary to
have established beforehand which relationship between which tracer and
which function. This in itself constitutes an entire work programme, on the
level of concepts and methods, which we feel we have barely outlined with
the use of 22Na for measuring alimentary consumption in two insects
{Locusta and Sitophilus), or the multiple-element analysis by radioactivation
with a view to identifying the provenance of different honeys. We should like
very much to build up around this research subject a team which would have
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the benefit of the facilities available at Cadarache for counting, computation,
activation and advanced phytotronics. From this point of view we are open
to any proposal for cooperation on the European level, and ready to examine
any candidature provided that it bears the stamp of creativity.

Conclusion

I shall conclude this survey, which has been both too lengthy and yet
too brief, with a few assorted reflections.
(1) Nuclear agronomy is still at the stage of infancy, particularly as regards
the use of tracers. It is, of course, true that once it has reached adulthood it
will cease to have any reason to exist: no technique, whether nuclear or
otherwise, can take priority over the research problem at whose disposal it is
placed.
(2) This infancy is, however, threatening to be a lengthy one, because
nuclear techniques have not yet unveiled all their possibilities, which is so
much the better for the ESNA.
(3) It seems to me from experience that the decision to attach agronomists
to Nuclear Study Centres has been a happy one. It has certainly accelerated
the essential interpenetration of techniques and problems in those fields of
research where it has been tried.
(4) It now remains to promote the movement in the opposite direction, in
order eventually to confer nuclear autonomy on the agronomic research
community. The operation was started 'ong ago with the establishment over-
seas of radioisotope branches in countries such as the Ivory Coast, Madagas-
car and, more recently, Niger, and at Cadarache of a specialized information
service. It should be able to expand under the terms of the new structures
within CEA, and in particular with the creation of the Delegation for
programmes of general interest, which, among other functions, coordinates
cooperation between the CEA and the major research organizations in
France. Somewhat paradoxically, one early result of this policy of exporta-
tion will possibly be the establishment at Cadarache of branches of
ORSTOM, CNRS and INRA. But it seems a paradox only because they will
be independent branches.

(5) Finally, I wish every success, on the level of communication and
collaboration, to the next meeting of the ESNA, which as you know will be
held in France, and I look forward to seeing you in 1975 at Cadarache.
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REPORT OF WORKING GROUP 1
FOOD IRRADIATION

by
F. Miinzel, Switzerland

De Zeeuw, who replaced Miinzel at the previous meeting, gave a survey
about the activities of the workinggroup during the last year.

Most of the recommendations of this meeting at Louvain, Belgium,
September 1973 could be effectuated.
— The establishment of an international facility for pilot-plant-scale
research work on the technological and economic aspects of food irradiation
will be further discussed with IAEA. The pilot plant at Wageningen, the
Netherlands, is ready to house this international project. Action De Zeeuw.
— Vas, from the joint division IAEA/FAO, is ready to accept further infor-
mation about commercialization of food irradiation and to act as a distribu-
tion centre. He is willing to disseminate this information to all members of
the working group. Members are asked to send as much information as
possible from national and local sources (journals, newspapers, radio,
television, etc.).
— Cooperation of industrial firms known to be active in the field of food
irradiation will be taken care of, especially by the Swiss group. Action
Munzel.
— The working group did not yet organize a meeting with public hee!th
officials.

The participants reported on their recent work as follows.
De Zeeuw, The Netherlands: Irradiated potatoes, var. Bintje could not yet
be commercialized. An after cooking discolouration prevented the potato-
marketing people to apply the irradiation method. In small scale irradiation
experiments with electrons the discolouration was much less. Good results
were obtained with prepackaged cut vegetables, chicken, onions, spices and
fish. A large onion export company is ready to irradiate 20,000 tons of
onions. The price is acceptable. It is hoped that neighbouring countries will
authorize the import of these onions.
Zelwder, Switzerland, reported about irradiation of fennel, endive, broccoli
(vegetable) and cut roses. The results are promising.
Griinewald, Federal Republic of Germany, reported about the irradiation of
potatoes and fish. The calculated price of irradiated potatoes was, contrary
to the situation in The Netherlands, not acceptable in the FRG. At the
moment food irradiation activities in the FRG arc continued but commer-
cialization is not in sight. Kalman and Simon, Hungary, reported good results
with irradiation of potatoes, onions and paprika, also in dried condition.

In Poland and Czechoslovakia irradiation programmes with potatoes
were started.

The present state of authorizations was introduced by De Zeeuw.
Furthermore irradiation of packaging material was discussed especially

since ethyleneoxyde and hydrogenperoxyde create serious problems from the
health point of view. It concerns e.g. milk cartons. Munzel reported about
a new ultraviolet tube which was developed in Switzerland. With this tube
packaging material for sterile milk, cream and other food products, as baby
food, can be sterilized. Combinations with small electron accelerators of 150
volts are also under construction.
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Furthermore MitfKcl gave a survey about cleaning of waste water either
b\ direct irradiation of the water itself or through production of ozone by
irradiation

1-inally Munzel reported about desinfestion of grain by high frequency
on a pilot plans, scale.

Recommendations

1 An international project, dealing with a.o. feasibility studies about
irradiation ot food will probably be established in W'agcningen. All partici-
pants are requested to cooperate (for developing countries).

2. Public health people of three or four countries will be invited to
discuss with managers of the food industry commercialization of irradiated
potatoes, onions, spices and frozen chicken.
The Federal Republic of Germany, The Netherlands, France. Hungary are
proposed. Invitations will be made through the working group.
Zehnder and Mu'n/el together with Dc Zeeuw will prepare this meeting in
Zurich.

3. During this meeting of the Working Group the following topics will
also be discussed:
— Packaging.
— Discussion about participation of Working Group 1 in the field of water,

drinking water and water pollution through direct irradiation or through
production of o/one by irradiation.

— Desinfestation by High Frequency. Visit of the pilot piant.
— Integrated application programmes for the commercialization of irra-

diated vegetables, fruit, chicken, fish.
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REPORT OF WORKING GROUP 2
RADIATION INDUCED STIMULATION EFFECTS IN PLANTS

by
J. Simon, Hungary

The Working Group's activity speeded up this year, as the interest was
rapidly growing about this field, not only from the fundamental research
point of view, but also from the people concerned with the practical applica-
tion.

We have had a Working Group Session at the beginning of this year
(from the 4th to the 5th March) at Godollo, Hungary with the financial
support of the national A.E.C.

In the meeting 25 experts participated. Besides the local participants,
the IAEA was represented (Y. Barrada); the FRG with two different groups
(Hannover and Jiilich) and Poland (Huckowsky).

Here we have defined the methods of our coordinated phytotron and
smallplot field experiments, dealing mainly with the reproducibility of the
stimulation effect. It was decided to change the test plant from maize to red
radish, as this is more convenient in size, ripening period and biological
parameters for phytotron experiments. On the other hand we had a thorough-
going discussion on the matter of invesligations of RNA-DNA synthesis, as a
function of radiation doses for prognostical purposes. In this work scientists
were involved from the Federal Republic of Germany and Hungary, but in
the discussion our Polish colleages have also been very active. During the
two days meeting we have talked furthermore on the exact methods of large-
scale field experiments, and on the present status and future aspects of the
Stimulation Newsletter. A review on the radiostimulation experiments with
tomatoes in the Eastern European countries — written by the chairman —
was distributed among the participants during the session.

AH the resolutions adopted at the Gddollo meeting were almost com-
pletely fulfilled before our present Working Group Session. On the occasion
of our three-days common work here in Bucharest, the highest number of
scientists participated we ever had in our ESNA Stimulation Group-meetings
during the past five-years period. The average number of the participants
varied between 25 and 30 and the number of the presented papers were also
the highest: 12 lectures altogether.

The lectures were coming from six different European countries, in-
cluding the Soviet Union, from where this time was given the first paper at
an ESNA meeting. The papers concentrated on three different subjects.

1. The first was a review on the ESNA coordinated radiostimulation
phytotron experiments. As it was earlier mentioned the Working Group has
changed the test plant of the controlled condition experiments from maize
to red-radish, which seemed to be more proper for this purpose because of
its small size, short ripening period and other quantitative and qualitative
characters. From the date, given by the Hannover group it would be con-
cluded, that this choice was successful, as the radiosensitivity of this plant was
quite considerable, and the significance of the stimulation effect was on a
very convincible level. As the ripening period of the plant is short, there is
the good possibility to study the reproducibility of the effect several times
within a year. And this was our first aim in this coordinated experiment. In
the discussion Stan expressed his satisfaction with the results and reported,
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ihat Romania will |oin the coordinated experiments in the near future
After discussion we decided to continue now the coordinated work, at four
diflerent places and we shall compare the data received, next summer on a
sjvcial Working (iroup meeung, probably in Hannover

2 I in- \t\i>tnl group of discussions was the field of the RNA-ONA
suuhcMs as a function of radiation dose, tor prognostical purposes. I his
means, that on the one hand we try to delect the mechanism and the basic
grounds of the stimulation effect, but on the other we are looking parallel!
for the practical application possibilities of the phenomena.

This session was held jointly with Working Group 11. and was visited
b\ quite a large number of participants. The three paper* presented on this
se^ion were discussed intensively, as this is the field where we have to
change the several excisting h\|K>theses to exact rules, based on exact data
and results. The meeting was cochaired and directed by prof. Niemann.

And last (but not least) as the third topic we had a separate meeting
ahout the question of the practical field application of radiostimulation.

The review —- given by the chairman — on the present status of field-
application had shown, that at this moment in the different countries we can
estimate that more than 200.000 hectares are covered with plants, grown
from pteirradiated seeds. The growing tendency of this application is
supported by the increasing numbers of the mobile irradiation equipments.
In the Soviet Union, alone in the Kishinev district, seven K.OLOS type
mobile irradiators. are in operation having 1.5^ ton h seed irradiation
capacity, with a dose of 1000 rad.

At the end of this report I may announce that we have decided to
publicate all papers presented at the Bucharest Meeting in a special issue of
the Stimulate >n Newsletter which was also criticized and at the same time
strongly supported by the participants with different proposals.

The five papers which were given this afternoon, arc demonstrating,
that field-application is already an existing reality and that it has a rapidly
growing importance. We had even one paper on a very rarely discussed field
of stimulation; i.e. the field of forestry science, where — of course — the
stimulation effect has an extraordinary importance.

Data were given by Stan demonstrating the results of the 11,000 ha
covered in Romania with irradiated sowing-seeds, used already during two
years on 36 farms. He stated that of the 36 farms, 15 farms had found in-
creased yields of less then 5%; on 12 farms the yield increased up to 9%
and on 7 farms, the yield reached an increase of 10—18%.

Finally may I express our best thanks to the Organizing Committee —
and mainly to Stan — for the excellent working conditions, they have
provided for us during the Bucharest meeting.

Papers presented at the Annual Meeting

1. General Review on the present status of radiostimulation; basic and
applied research by plants (Chairman, Hungary).

2. J. Bors — I. Fendrik (F.R.G.): "Effect of irradiation, applied in the
growth period, on different rye varieties and grasses."

3. I. Kiselnic — I. Fendrik — J. Bors (F.R.G.): "Influence of the stage
and duration of irradiation on the seedling development and yield of
spring barley impala."

4. I. Fendrik — J. Bors (F.R.G.): "Coordinated ESNA phytotron stimula-
tion experiments."
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5. K.-G. Niemann (F.R.G.): '"The mechanism of radiostimulation."
h. H. Baboih (Hungary): "Investigation of RNA-DNA synthesis as a func-

tion of radiation dose for prognostical purpose."
7. R. Paun —• M. Vijala (Romania). "Effects of low, moderate and high

dose irradiation of corn seeds with ionizing radiations."
x C. Huiuta — A. Tomescu (Romania): "Biological incorporation of

1 '"Ag, r>"Co, i:'-'Cs in the seeds of Pinus sylvestris L., Pinus nigra Am.,
Fraxinus excelsior L. and Tilia tomentosa Moench. Effect on germina-
tion survival and growth of seedlings."

9. T. Costea et al. (Romania): "Preliminary results, concerning stimula-
tion effect induced vegetables by gamma radiations of fission products."

10. 1 Orlov (U.S.S.R.): "Some remarks on the modifying factors at the
radiosiimulation procedure."

11. R. Koepp (G.D.R.): "Specific effect of small doses of ""Co radiation
applied to the seeds before sowing on the yield of Indian corn/plot and
large field experiments."

12. S. Bonotlo (Belgium): "Some aspects of radiostimulation effect on
microbiological level."
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REPORT OF WORKING GROUP 3
TRACER TECHNIQUES IN ANIMAL SCIENCES

by
M. Jovanovif, Yugoslavia

I'hc Annual Meeting was organized as a symposium, divided in three
s^Moih. \v111", three main topics:
1 tracer techniques in animal immunology and parasiu>Iog\,
2 tracer techniques in studies of animal metabolism;
3 tracer techniques in endocrinology.

Two more papers dealing with radiation and tracer techniques in studies
of some special problems in veterinary and human medicine were presented,
and live papers from our working activities were presented at the joint
session with the Working Group 4.

Inder the first topic five papers (from the Department for Radiation
Immunobiologv — 1NF.P, Zemun) were presented about the use of tracers,
fluorescent dyes and radionuclides in immunoparasitology.

In the paper entitled •"Fluorescent Antibody Test" M. Mm-sexijan gave
a general review about the principles and problems of using the fluorescent
antibody test in the investigation of different parasitic diseases. The special
accent was put on the preparation and standardization of ingredients needed
for this test.

The next paper was "The Use of the Fluorescent Test in Studies of
Fa.scio!ia>is", in which D. Sorojcvic pointed to the practical use of the
fluorescent antibody test in studies of antigen localization in different devel-
opmental stages of F. hepatica, as well as in evaluation of immunological
response of sheep and rabbits to liver fluke.

K. Cuperlovic — in the paper "Nuclear Applications in Animal Im-
muno - Parasitology" discussed different ways of using radionuclides in
investigations on immunoparasitology. The use of ionizing radiation for
production of vaccines, the use of radionuclides as tracers for detection of
antigen-antibody interaction and their use in immunoparasitology of parasitic
infections were specially discussed.

In the paper "The Use of Fluorescent and Radioactive Antibodies in
Detection of Echinoccocus granulosm Infection", R. Lalic presented the
possibility of using fluorescent and radioactive antibody tests in the studies
of E. granulosus in men and animals.

It was shown that orthoscolexis and evaginated protoscolexis of
E. granulosux can be used as antigens for immunodiagnosis. The fluorescent
antibody test was highly specific for diagnosis of echinococcosis in relation-
ship with some virus, parasitary and bacterial infections in men.

Radioactive test using labelled IgG immunoglobulins can be applied for
detection of antibodies in infected animals.

B. Jovanovic — in the paper "The Radioactive Labelling of Immuno-
globulins and Their Use in Quantitative Determination of Immunological
Response" presented the new in vitro method for quantitative and qualitative
investigations of antibodies in infected or vaccinated animals.

As the same session S. Stankovii from INEP, Zemun, reported a paper
on the Application of Radioisotopes in Studies of the Physico-Chemical
Properties of the Natural and Artificial Protective Wrappers of Food Stuff".
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Migration conditions of radionuclides H!'Sr, H5Sr, 1S7Cs and | 44Ce were
examined by paper chromaiography, Tiie adsorption ability of the surface of
cellulose and polyethylene wrappers, wivh the properties of synthetic mem-
branes was followed radiometrically. The possibility of adsorption reduction
was particularly considered by complexing method for the radioactive ion.

M'. Giese from the "Ticriirzlichen Hochschule", Hannover, reported on
"The Incorporation of 38SO4 and l4C-proline into Connective and Sup-
porting Tissues of Normal and with Erysipelothrix Rhusiopathie Infected
Rats". These studies were performed to find a laboratory animal with a
desease so similar in its symptoms to rheumatism of man, that could serve
as a model in large scale basic research on that still poorly curable disease.
An increase of 3«SO4 incorporation in sulfated mucopolysaccharides and in
higher uptake of 14C-proline in connective tissue of all affected joints of
rats indicates a higher mucopolysaccharid and connective tissue formation
which can also be expected in rheumatoid disease of domestic animals and
rheumatism of man.

Under the second topic five papers were presented.
S. Iwanska, University of Olsztyn, Poland, studied "The Copper

Metabolism in Different States of Erythropoiesis Activity" using 64Cu.
The significant differences in halftime plasma clearance of e4Cu and in

copper plasma transport rate, as well as in the uptake, distribution and
utilization rate of °*Cu in bone marrow, red blood cells arid organs were
found. The results of these studies showed, that the erythropoiesis stimula-
tion and inhibition significantly changed the dynamics of copper metabolism.

H. Birza, D. Mihai and Rodica Paun, from Bucharest, studied "The
Distribution of fl4Cu in Blood and Tissues of Lambs by Parenteral Admini-
stration". They reported the preliminary data on copper metabolism and
•^Cu distribution in lambs.

St. Florescu. from Bucharest, reported an interesting and for the
practice important results of "The Studies Concerning the influence of
Protein Diet on Bone Tissue in Broilers Using 45Ca and 32p" a n t j "The In-
fluence of Ca Level of Diet on the Production of Layine Hens Using 45Ca
and 32P".

D. Mihai, E. Suteanu, T. Pop from Bucharest, studied "The Water
Kinetics in Neonatal Calves Using Tritiated Water". They reported the
results regarding severe changes in the water balance of calves suffering from
diarrhoea using tritiated water.

Under the third topic five papers were presented.
M. Kraincanic, M. Jovanovic, A. Becarevic ?nd / . Sinadinovic from

INEP, Zernun, reported on "The Synthesis of thyroglobulin in vitro by a
Cell-Free System". The paper refered to bic:ynthetic activity of isolated
thyroid microsomes and polyribosomes as well as to the characterizations of
m-RNA for thyroid iodoproteins and immunochemical identification of
newly synthesized proteins.

N. Stancioiu, D. Curca, M. Patrascu and C. Vlad, from Bucharest,
studied "The Correlation Between Thyroid Activity, some Blood Constants
and Spermatogenesis and Wool Production in Rams", using 1 3 1I . They found
a positive correlation only between the thyroid activity and the wool produc-
tion.

A. Lysak from the University of Krakow, Poland, reported on "Radio-
iodine uptake in young carp (Cyprinus carpio) retarded in growth". He
stated that the carp possesses, besides the normal pharyngeal thyroid center,
the second physiologically active center situated in the thoracic kidney. This
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kidney center is activated later in the individual development of carp
according to the availability of food

/>/. Diurii)cvic. from Veterinary Faculty, Belgrade, studied "The In-
fluence of t-'nvironmcntal Temperature on Thyroid Gland Function in
tattle", using the r ;1-' : i ll resin test. He stated that the temperature has a
great influence on the thyroid gland activity and that the TH-i:<1l uptake
re în test has many advantages in study of thyroid gland function in domestic
animals

V Siaruiouiu and D. Curca from the Vetirinary Faculty, Bucharest,
used radiouxiine in The Investigation of Thyroid Activity during Moulting
in Hens" and found that the thyroid gland showed a high activity during the
moult.

The papers presented in the joint session will be commented in the
report ol Working Group 4.

All reports were followed by •*. fruitful discussion in a friendly working
atmosphere. Several helpful sugr stions regarding future work on the pro-
blems treated were made, especially in connection with endocrinological
investigations and in studies of metabolism. The annual meeting was attended
by 27 participants working in animals sciences and 8 participants from the
other working groups attended the joint session 3 and 4. The total number of
participants at the four sessions was about 20.

The working group concluded that the next meeting will be held
together with the ESNA Annual Meeting.
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RKPORT OF WORKING GROUP 4
RADIATION ANALYSIS

by
W. Kiihn, F iM -̂raS Republic of Germany

The work of the Workiru' (irouii "Radiation Analysis" should be
regarded a.s a cooperation bcivn.cn ihe different groups, because most of
them use and apply radiation analytical methods.

Therefore I asked the members of HSNA during the ycir to mention
the most important subjects which should be treated during the V. Annual
Meeting in the Working Group "Radiation Analysis". It turned out that the
topics being of interest to a great number of members could only be treated
by arranging joint sessions with other groups.

In ihe course of the meeting it was obvious that such combined sessions
are very successful by discussing those well defined problems.

From this point of view five sessions were held together with the
Working Groups 3, 5, 7, 8 and 11.

In each session 14 to 20 participants were present. In the first joint
session with the Working Groups 5, 7 and 11 the joint experiment on the
so-called concentration effect was treated again. The results were summarized
and it was proposed to stop the experiments until theoretical and basic con-
siderations introduce new aspects. Detailed information about the discussion
will be given by Frissel in his report.

In the session of Working Group 4 Celan and Tarina reported on a
neutron moisture meter which is built in Romania with very good properties
with regard to the linearity of the countrate with the watercontent. It has to
be emphasized that in the equipment a neutron-source of Pu/Be is applied.
This neutron-moisture meter is used succesfully for agricultural and geo-
technical needs in Romania. Paltineau and Apostol gave a very good describ-
tion of correlation — studies between evaporation — transpiration, rainfall-
probability, soil-water-content and irrigation.

For the experiments they used also the neutron-probe.
The method is satisfactory for studies of the water application efficiency

and gives very good results below a soil dcpdi of 20—30 cm.
badica was dealing with the measurement of trace-elements by X-rays

excited with a-particles. The a-particles with an energy of 20 MeV, produced
in a cyclotron, have high cross-sections, so that measurements are possible
down to l O ^ g . This means that the concentration range of trace-elements
found in biological samples can be reached by this method. An example was
given for mercury in fishes.

I should like to mention here, that in nuclear research centers not only
reactors are found, but also cyclotrons.

Vngureanu gave a lecture about a N-analyser by optical spectroscopy
developed in Romania, and Jung gave a discription of an automatically
working N-analyser with a passage of 18 samples per hour.

The third session was held jointly with Working Group 3.
First Binnerts showed the possible theoretical ways how to study the

course of the specific activity of three different compartments. He simulates
and models the situation by a composition of exponential functions. This is
a very complicated task for systems rich of compartments. But there is a
pattern for this, viz. the radioactive decay which shows in its very different
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and likewise complicated dispersions a way. for the theoretical treatment of
this subject b\ computer programmes.

V the determination of tin in biological samples is of interest for the
detection of pesticides in residues Pus reported on a fast method for the
determination of tin in biological samples using thermal neutrons in connec-
tion with a chemical extraction-method. The lower limit of the method is
Id nil He also reported on the determination of copper in different water-
-amples b\ adsoqttion on active charcoal and thermal neutron-activation-
analys,.. 1 he influence of the sodium content is corrected by the known rat;"»
ot the I37S keV sodium-peak and the annihilation-peak of this element. In
this wa\ the copjvr content can be easily calculated. It was also clearly
stated m the report that prompt-capture-y rays caused by thermal neutrons
co'.i'd be used for the simultaneous determination of elements having high
factions and high cross-sections in small samples, without chemical treat-
i r . :n t .

Ki>l»j and Avihc were dealing with the determination of steroids by
:adioimunoassa\ and protein binding techniques and Szcnlkuti reported
about the accumulation of Cs-isotopes in muscles as a lest for muscle-
functions.

Another lecture was given by Draganavic about a suitable routine
method for the detection of long-lived radioactive elements in the food chain
like I:ITCs and t(0Sr. Lysak gave an explanation and a short demonstration
of autoradiographic techniques. He showed especially the translocation of

' 11 in fishes and the localization of this element in the thyroid gland.
The fourth session of the group was held in connection with Working

Group S.
As it was announced, an important subject wac the automatic deter-

mination of biomasses by y-ray absorption. The development of this scanning
method is one of the first experimental research projects of ESNA in com-
bining the needs of plant-breeders, applied genetics, plant-physiologists and
also for stimulation-experiments, as they are very interested in a non-
destructive determination of the mass increase of entire plantations during
different growth stages. A report was presented by Kiihn and Schdtiler about
the practical experiments with the equipment, which is now ready for use.
The results show that the whole mass of an artificial field could be measured
and evaluated by a computer programme with a deviation of the real mass of
1—3%. Also the mass of culms and spikes are measured separately. The
device will be a useful tool for plant breeders and other agricultural
researchers.

During the session Krakhai and Horvath reported on the influence of
pesticides on the uptake of 65Zn and Pfau gave a report concerning the
measurement of » C in large amounts of biological material. The measure-
ments are carried out with liquid scintillation methods as well as with flow
proportional counters in a special technique.

Working Group 11 took part in the fifth session. Bunnenberg gave a
review of results and plants of experimental and theoretical studies about the
movement of water-vapor in the soil by labelling with tritium in a closed
system. The measurements will be carried out in the future in the study of the
influence of different parameters on vapor transport. The results were out-
lined and discussed with regard to agricultural and meteorological questions.

Huczhowski compared neutrons produced in accelerators with those
from reactors. Several qualities like spectrum, spacial distribution, the energy
of neutrons, as well as N/y-ratio were given with regard to irradiation of
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agricultural samples. Finely a short report was given by Kiihn on the work
of K at ana, who studied the distribution of roots of apple- and coffee-trees
by injection of MiRb in the stem and by autoradiugraphic exposure of films
in the soil.

The discussion were lively and the participants agreed to publish their
reports in the Newsletter of ESNA.

REPORT OF WORKING GROUP 5
SOIL-PLANT RELATIONS

by
M. J. Frissel, The Netherlands

As far as the joint project on the double labelling uptake experiment
concerns, this report is also a report of the working groups "Radiation
analysis", "Environmental pollution" and "Plant Physiology".

The combined working groups met also in Hannover in February 1974.
The joint experiment on the double labelling uptake experiment got

again most attention. For those not familiar with the subject: it appears that
the ratio of two isotopes taken up by a plant is not under all circumstances
identical with the ratio in the nutrient solution.

Because almost all experiments with tracers are based on the concept
that radioactive isotopes, except for the light elements, behave themselves
just as the stable isotopes, the implications of deviations from the general
expectation are very important.

In total 12 laboratories participate in the investigations en the double
labelling uptake experiment. The group makes progress, although not as fast
as wanted. The main difficulty is caused by the fact that the effects can only
be measured by varying the radioactive isotope concentration over a rather
wide range. The limits which are set by the counting equipment and avail-
ability and purity of the radionudides are soon reached; so the statistical
reliability of experiments with extreme concentration ratios is low.

In general a few conclusions could be made.
— The results of the investigations carried out so far (from all laboratories)

fit within a certain pattern.
— Deviations from the normal expectation are mainly obtained at extreme

low tracer concentrations, there is an influence of the presence of stable
Cs and other radioactive Cs isotopes.

— Also dead plant material shows the deviations, so the phenomenum
seems not to have a biological character.

These facts point more or less to very small differences between the
adsorption isotherms of the various Cs isotopes at extreme low concentra-
tions. It is therefore proposed, for the time being, to postpone further uptake
experiments with plants and to postpone also the so called "statistical inter-
lab test" and to direct the attention to the adsorption behaviour of the
isotopes.
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1 ar|\ I lJ"4 an inquiiy has been organized to the interests of the mem-
bcrs ot the Soil-Plant group. It was a surprise thai the conventional subjects
as

behaviour and determination oi availability of nutrients in soils with
iadtonudides, and
determination of fertilizer efficiency in soils with radionuchdcs and with

"N got the highest priority. Thereafter came subjects as
sample preparation for liquid scintillation counting
siud\ of root systems development with tracers
behaviour of heavy meiak in soils and their uptake by plants

According to these results a session was organized on "Determination
ot availability of nutrients by radioactive tracers"' and another one on
"Studies with ' •"•V

The first topic brought a very fine discussion; as a special point will be
mentioned the question which isotope should be used as a tracer for K in
long term studies: The short-lived '-'K. radioactive Rb or enriched stable K.

I he meeting on i-'-N studies was very successful. The Romanian hosts
dominated at this meeting. There is a lack of nitrogen fertilizers in Romania
and that is the reason that in Romania well planned investigations have been
set up to obtain higher yields using equal amounts of nitrogen fertilizers.

And, using ir-N, they succeeded: the production is increasing due to a
careful placement of the fertilizers. The name of Professor Hera has to be
mentioned for the enthousiastic way in which he presented the lectures for
those of his colleagues who were not able to use English or French.

Finally, the chairman of the soil-plant group represented ESNA at the
XlXth International Horticultural Congress at Warsaw and presented, on
behalf of his colleagues working on the double labelling uptake experiment,
a lecture entitled: Some absorption and translocation experiments in tomato
plants Lycopersicon esculentum Mill, cv. Marette, to check the liability of
radioactive tracing methods as an international joint project of ESNA.
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REPORT OF WORKING GROl'P 6
APPLIED MUTAGENESIS

by
J. Snecp. The Netherlands

Working Group 6 had combined sessions with Group 8 with ihc excep-
tion of the Saturday-morning.

Three lectures were held about plant breeding in the strict sence.
Broertjes presented a paper on mutation breeding in vegetatively

propagated plants, in which mutation breeding has large prospectives for
various reasons and many commercial mutants have been produced. The
main bottle-neck, however, is the chimera formation, the resulting low
frequency and the difficulty in recovering and stabilizing interesting mutants.
This can be overcome by the use of adventitious bud techniques, in vivo by
using detached leaves. But also in vitro techniques seem very promising as is
being demonstrated in Chrysanthemum, where exclusively solid mutants were
obtained when adventitious plantlets were produced using various types of
irudiated explants.

Parlevliet presented a general paper concerning disease resistance. From
the mutation induction point of view disease resistance forms a special situa-
tion. Many resistance genes, when used commercially, appear to have a
temporary effect. The pathogen is able to bring forward new virulence genes
overcoming these resistance genes. One of the breeding approaches to cope
with this, is to replace such broken resistance genes by new, still effective,
ones. The number of resistance genes available must, however, be restricted.
Mutation induction could be a mean of extending the range of resistance
genes available.

Sneep presented a paper: "Some remarks on mutation breeding in cross-
fertilizing crops"'. He emphasized first the importance of the group of cross-
fertilizing crops for food supply. Secondly, the advantages of these crops
making spontaneous recombinations of the new mutant-gene(s) with all other
favourable genes, already existing in the population. Thirdly, the big problem
with these crops is the detection of the new mutant genes.

A method to overcome these difficulties was described. Still very large
numbers of plants must be handled to detect the new genes. Rapid and easy
methods of analysis are necessary, such as a one-grain non-destructive
method for protein analysis.

Dr. Scerbakov, USSR, gave a short explanation and showed some
pictures of the large y-field near Moscow.

The contributions of the group in the joined session with group 8 were
mainly in the field of breeding varieties with an improved protein yield or
quality.

An inventarisation was made of the type of breeding efforts in the main
food crops to be carried out by different institutions located in various
countries.

In order to arrive at a more accurate way of comparing the data
obtained and to breed properly for a better protein yield or quality, the
group suggested:

1. Standardization of field trial techniques.

2. Standardization of sampling and analytical techniques.
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3. IV' of ihe same standard varieties.

4. Suid\ o( the interaction between varieties, places and years.
This includes replicated trials on more places (exchange of material) ant)
during more years.

5. Making diallel crosses to analyze the .)-, h.'-, h,,- and several cosanances.

o. Study of the inheritance of ihe characteristics.

7 Standardization of selection methods.

During a separate session of Group 6 the members who were present
told something about their work which then was discussed.

Finally the group suggests to invite Prof. W. Gottschalk of the Uni-
\ersiiy of Bonn. Federal Republic of Germany, whether he would be willing
to replace Prof. Scarascia Mugnozza as chairman of the group.
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REPORT OF WORKING GROUP 7
ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION

by
C. Myttenaere, Belgium

I cannot begin this report without underlining the different activities of
the Group during 1974.

— Some members of our group have participated in the joint meeting
on "Concentrations effects on the uptake of elements by plants", hold in
Hannover in February. The first results of the ESNA joint experiments were
discussed and following suggestions made, it was decided to investigate
the mechanisms responsible for the differences observed between different
isotopes of the same element.

— A meeting on "Associated and nuclear pollutants" was hold in
Grenoble, France in April. This meeting was organized by Fourcy and we
have received all the necessary support from the CENG.

The main conclusion of this meeting was that actually it is impossible to
study the behaviour of a determined pollutant without taking into account all
the other components which are present in the environment and consequently
that it is no more possible to dissociate ecology and radioecology.

The name "associated pollutants" has to be given to all the pollutants
present in the medium. A much stronger effort must be done in investigating
the environmental factors wich can influence the chemical form of the
pollutants.

— Prof. Puiseux-Dao from Paris has represented ESNA and our
working Group during the meeting organized by the FAO/IAEA research
coordination meeting on "Isotope tracer aided studies of foreign chemical
residues in Food" — June 1974. Part of the activities of the Group was
presented and discussed; effects of pesticides at the cell level, consequences
of these effects in pluricellular mechanisms.

— Guillot will participate in the meeting on "Isotopic tracer aided
studies" organized also by the Vienna Agency in October.

During the Bucharest meeting we have again devoted our time to
problems of heavy metals and pesticides and we have participated in the
joint session on "concentration effects".

Regarding this last point my colleague Frissel will give you the most
important conclusions.

Concerning the determination of heavy metals in the environment, the
preparation and not only the analysis of the sample seems to be very im-
portant.

It is necessary to prevent any loss during the preservation of the
samples. The operational scheme may change from one sample to another
and it is a function also of the element which has to be determined. The
problem of the transfer of the heavy metals from the sludges to the plant was
also discussed. The use of sludges as fertilizers asks for some more experi-
ments in order to know more about the availability, accumulation process,
after effect and so on . . .

Data were also given on the lead contamination of different crops in
relation to the proximity of throughfares and on the transfer of lead fixed by
the plant to the milk. More experiments have to be done in order to know
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the transfer importance between plant and animal. This link is very budly
known.

A maiine alga was used as a "biological indicator" to test the Pb
toxicily. In this case again we should know more about the chemical form
of this element to correlate level — biological effects. Some data were also
given on the transfer from nutrient solutions or soil of K, P and Ca to
poplars, oaks and pines. The tracing of K. by rubidium has to be more care-
fully studied.

The problem of uptake and efflux of ions in herbicide treated rice was
studied in Hungary and it seems that a stimulation effect can be obtained for
low dosis of Synpran, a chemical weed control product; such an effct has to
be checked very seriously.

Data on organochlorine residues detected in the waters of the Danube
Delta and in some soil samples collected in the flooded area will be presented
in the "Summary book" which is published after each meeting. Finally
uptake of adsorbed Monolinuron by plants was discussed. Degradation of
this herbicide proceeds more rapidly when it is adsorbed on soil particles
than in the free form.

The main conclusion of all the data presented here and during the
other meeting and, taking into account the results of the joint experiment
on "concentration effects", is that in the future the CSNA sessions should
not only be devoted to the examination of results obtained, but mostly to
the definition of new experimental conditions or new common experiments.
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KKPORT OF WORKING GROUP 8
NUCLEAR METHODS IN FAST ROUTINE ANALYSIS

OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL

by
E.-G. Niemann, Federal Republic of Germany

During the Vth liSNA Annual meeting in Bucharest ihc Working Group
had four sessions, two of ihcm together with Working Group 6 (Applied
mutagenesis) and one with Working Group 4 (Radiation analysis). Between
40 and 13 participants attended these sessions.

As Ehrenberg, duo to increasing duties at Stockholm university, wanted
to retire from the chairmanship, the Working Group elected Niemann,
Hannover, as new chairman for the next duty period.

During the first session (with Working Group 6) eight papers were
presented, dealing with analytical and breeding problems. Special analytical
topics wei™: "(d,p) and (d^t) methods for protein determination" (Bergman
and Lindquist, read by Osredkar), "Prompt or capture gamma-ray tech-
niques for protein determination" (Andrds), "Determination of peptide
bonds by NMR" (Osredkar) and two papers on 'Fluorometric determina-
tion of lysine and other amino acids" (Ceorgi and Christoffers). The three
papers of the breeding section dealed with "Mutation breeding in vege-
tatively propagated crops" (Broertjes), "Disease resistance" (Parlevliet) and
"Mutation breeding in cross-fertilizing crops" (Sneep). The following dis-
cussion indicated once more the close relationship between breeding and
analytical problems.

During the second joint session with Working Group 6 plans for a pilot
study were discussed, which should be directed to the analytical and breeding
problems arising in breeding programmes. A. K. Kaul presented a com-
prehensive paper, on which the following discussion was based. The gaps in
the existing analytical procedures were recognized and it was suggested that
some of the methods be compared within the group. Based on their relative
economic importance, and the interest of the participating institutes five
crops were selected, viz. maize, wheat, beans, sunflower and potatoes. In
view of the great interest in the improvement of beans the possible participa-
tion of the BrasiJien CENA - institute will be welcomed.

After further discussion centered on biometrical and genetic parameters
the group agreed that the methodology in self- and crosspollinating crops be
reviewed and emphasis be given in those factors when the pilot study is
conducted.

The chairman will further work out details of the pilot study and con-
tact the participants in due course. It was suggested that the next Working
Group meeting be held in Hannover in the spring of 1975 to work out the
detailed plans of the pilot study.

In a further session together with Working Group 4 (Radiation analysis)
methods of biomass determination and other field analytical techniques were
discussed.
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REPORT OF WORKING GROUP 9
GENETIC AL METHODS OF PEST CONTROL

by
R. J. Wood, United Kingdom

The meeting commenced with R Pal (WHO, Geneva) reporting on the
WHO mosquito control project in Delhi. The best immediate prospect for
controlling the mosquito Culcx pipien* faiigans by a genetic method is seen
to be by the release of males of an "integrated" strain Such males are cyto-
plasmically incompatible with the local population and they also carry a
translocation. In the future it is hoped to use cytoplasrnic incompatibility as
a transporting mechanism to take a favourable gene (e.g. one giving
resistance to filarial transmission) into a natural population.

Translocations alone are seen as the best prospect for controlling
Aides at-f>ypti. Autosomal translocation homozygotes are available. A.
iicuypti in north India seems a likely prospect for genetical control because
distribution is limited. But many release points would be necessary even in
a small town like Sonepal. near Delhi, where a trial is planned for 1975. It
is suggested that postmen might help to release the mosquitoes.

(1. Davidson (London) introduced a note of caution, staling thai
genetical control is still a very speculative subject and emphasising the need
to release the right insects, in the right place, at the right time. There is no
point, he warned, in entering into a project if circumstances are unsatis-
factory. Failure will destroy the credibility of genetic control methods in the
eyes of the authorities and delay useful advances in the future. He laid stress
on efficient sexing techniques and the need to avoid ingression from outside
the control area. He considered that the perfectly competitive artificially
reared insect was a practical impossibility and that the aim should be an
apparantly healthy insect to be released in quantity.

C. B. Cuellar (Bangladesh) underlined the need to take into account
species interactions when considering methods of genetical control. He dis-
cussed the kinds of interactions and their likely e?f"•-•':-.. Tliw target species
should be viewed, he said, as part of a dynamic complex, as a set of inter-
acting systems in time and space. He stressed the potential value of the
manipulation of a negative interaction in terms of the density of the target
species.

The results of an irradiation study on the grape moth Lobesia botrana
were described by C. Beratlief (Bucharest). He investigated all stages from
egg to adult, at a range of dosages, concluding that irradiation of the late
pupae produced the maximum male sterilization with the least undesirable
side effects on fertility.

D. I. Southern and R. J. Wood (Manchester) described a method of
Giemsa staining which causes banding of the chromosomes of A, aegypti,
allowing the X and Y chromosomes to be distinguished from the autosomes
and from one another. A non-chiasmate region has been distinguished in the
centra of the sex chromosomes within which the sex "locus" is situated. It is
hoped that this technique will make it possible to determine the mechanism
underlying sensitivity to the meiotic drive gene M°, D. I. Southern went on
to describe the use of Giemsa staining to distinguish species of the tsetse fly.
This technique seems to be a useful suppliment for the polytene studies.

The polytene chromosomes of two species of tsetse fly were described
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by P. E. Pell (Manchester). Discussion followed on the identification of
species and subspecies of tsetse flics in the wild, and it was suggested that
gel diffusion for the identification of proteins offered more practical
prospects for use in unskilled hands. However, the cytogenetic studies should
be encouraged

/. Moore (FAO/IAEA, Vienna) described a method of feeding tsetse
flics through a membrane on defibrinated blood, a technique which offers
the prospect of easier rearing of these insects. The major problem is bacterial
contamination, and there arc side effects on fertility resulting from the use
of some antibiotics to control the contamination.

A continuing project on A. aegypti, to measure the sensitivity of natural
populations to the meiotic drive gene MD, was described by R. J. Wood. He
concluded (I) that populations differ in sensitivity, (2) that some are uni-
formly highly sensitive, others are uniformly resistant but most vary in
sensitivity, (3) that variation within a population is discontinuous. Five
degree; (ca'agories) of sensitivity to M° are recognised, possibly corre-
sponding to a series of multiple alleles at the m "locus". The town of Sone-
pat, India, chosen by WHO for a programme of genetical control in 1975, is
relatively highly resistant to M°.

A series of computer simulations were presented and discussed by L. M.
Cook (Manchester). These were designed to see the effect of the A/D gene as
a transporting mechanism to take a linked gene into a population. The idea
behind the simulations was an attempt to formulate some rules to give the
greatest chance of success. It was concluded that the size of the initial in-
troduction, the crossover dis><"*no and the relative sensitivity to MP of the
natural and introduced X ch iomes all affected the rate at which the
frequency of the introduced . ould increase. Fixation of the introduced
gene could be achieved even wrwre there was some crossing over with M°,
provided that drive was associated with negative heterosis, as would be
provided by a transiocation.

R. J. Wood went on to describe a laboratory experiment to test the
practical feasibility of using MD as a transporting mechanism. The gene to
be transported was re (red eye). This was introduced in coupling with M°
and with a moderately sensitive m gene, into a blackeyed population highly
sensitive to A/D. The result was a rise in frequency of re from 0.23 to 0.78
in 41 weeks (approximately 14 generations). This was slightly better than
the computer prediction and offers a reasonable hope that the method could
be useful in the field, providing the natural population is sensitive. Discus-
sion centred on the kind of beneficial gene which might be introduced.

The work on semi-sterility in tsetse flies received a set back with the
discovery that the one transiocation homozygote isolated was infertile. D. I.
Southern presented an hypothesis to explain this, based on the fact that the
chromosomes of the nurse cells, which surround the developing eggs, are
switched on at different times. The hypothesis rests on the proposition that
parts of chromosomes reassociated by transiocation are switched off when
they should be on. Thus there is an imbalance of the necessary products for
embryogenesis. An experiment was described to test this. There followed a
general discussion on the infertility and instability of transiocation homo-
zygotes. It was suggested (by W. P. J. Overmeer, Amsterdam) that the size
of the chromosomes may be important in the mechanics of successful cell
division.

H. M. Al-Mashhadani (London) reported a selection experiment on the
mosquito Anopheles gambiae species A. He selected along two lines for
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susceptibility and refractoriness to infection with the malarial parasite
PLumodnim bcr^vi bcri;vi. After nine generations, one line was \{)\)ci
susceptible, the other was l>5% refractory'. On crossing these lines, suscepti-
bihl> to the parasite proved to be dominant. The selected lines also differed
in \cnMH\it\ io infection with the human malarial parasite P'asmndium vivax
although the difference was not so extreme.

\V. V J. Ihcrmeer reported on the production of five new translocaiion
honuv\ cotes in the spider mite. The five lines are being kept to see if they
become unstable, as has happened in previously synthesised stocks. One line
was beginning to show signs of instability after one year. It was also demon-
strated that the natural sterility of some populations of spider miles is greatly
enhanced when one of the two strains is homozygous for a translocation
There is no problem with assortative mating and no difference in mating
competitiveness between the populations. It is considered that the integration
oi incompatibility with translocations offers promise for the future as a
genetical control method, and is worth further study.

.1 A/ Feldrmmn (Wageningen) discussed an investigation of the effect
of irradiation on mating competitiveness in spider mites. At a dosage of 4
krad. which gives full F t sterility as well as 40% mortality in the Fj . the
irradiated males are fully competitive. Whereas after a dose of 24 krad,
which gives a reasonably high sterility, competitiveness is somewhat impaired.
A problem with inducing F, sterility is that the genetic damage is repaired
naturally within 24 days. However the delayed sterility method of control
seems to offer belter prospects for practical application.

Sexual competitiveness in irradiated Hyphantria cunea was the subject
of a paper presented by C. Beratliej. This work was carried out on a contract
from IAEA FAO, by the method derived by M. Fried. It was found that 45
krad irradiation gives 98% sterile eggs. However, competitiveness is im-
paired. The answer is seen to Lie in releasing more males. He was advised in
discussion to look at the sterility of the F, at lower exposures.

The need for ecological investigations was stressed by M. W. Service
(Liverpool). These are required before the control programme starts and also
to assess the impact of control. He reported on two methods to measure
input (eggs laid) and output (adults emerging) in populations of the mosquiio
Aedex cantons. One method was direct; the other came from measurements
on the relative frequency of the larval instars, with extrapolation forwards
and backwards. Both methods gave very similar values of mortality from egg
to adult. Methods of measuring dispersal and adult survival were also dis-
cussed, and mark/recapture methods for estimating population size came in
for considerable attention. Estimates of population size vary widely according
to the method of calculation. This is especially true when the rate of recap-
ture is low. L. M. Cook suggested that the recapture should be at least 10%
to be useful.

Throe methods of marking mosquitoes were discussed by E. M.
Ungureanu (Iasi). He stressed the need to study the efects of marking on
behaviour. Discussion followed on larval marking, and multiple marking
techniques for adults.

This year for the first time, the group was attended by a representative
of the Commission of the European Communities in Brussels, in the person
of R. Cavalloro (Ispra). It is good to see that the value of genetical methods
in pest control is recognised officially in the context of European develop-
ment.

It was agreed by members that the group has a part to play in the
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future. But this will be worthwhile only if we review at regular intervals our
priorities, in the light of .developments both in the field and in the laboratory.
There was also the feeling that laboratories might be more effectual if
together they were to concentrate on a few major projects rather than to
maintain the present diversity. No decision was taken but it was resolved to
make this a major consideration at the next meeting.

There was agreement about the need for all members to become per-
sonally involved in the practical realities of field control. Furthermore, a
plea was made for more co-operation from workers in the tropics in sup-
plying us with wild-caught insect samples, especially of tsetse flies and A.
aegypti. Appreciation was expressed to those who are already doing so.

REPORT OF WORKING GROUP 11
NUCLEAR METHODS IN PLANT PHYSIOLOGY

by
R. Antoszewski, Poland

After the IVth Annual Meeting in Louvain the acting chairman of the
proposed Working Group organized in cooperation with "Interatominstru-
ment" a seminar, in Skierniwice, Poland, on Apparatus and Nuclear Equip-
ment used in Agriculture and Plant Physiology. This seminar was combined
with an exhibition of nuclear equipment produced in Socialist Countries.
About 30 participants took part in that meeting from Poland, Czecho-
slovakia, the DDR and Hungary. A few lectures were given.

The session of the Working Group in Bucharest was opened by De
Zeeuw, President of ESNA, who introduced Antoszewski and proposed him
to be the chairman of Working Group 11 for the next period of 4 years. The
proposition was accepted.
Antoszewski presented a proposal for a programme for the new section. The
main lines are:

a. The main aim of Working Group 11 will be to stimulate application of
several radionuclide techniques in plant physiology.

b. In a near future all members will be called to participate on a interlab
experiment on comparative measurements of photosynthesis. As soon as
possible, scientists wanting to participate in this experiment, will be
invited to take part in a discussion in Warsaw. All others will be informed
about the results of this discussion.

c. Working Group 11 will cooperate closely with other Working Groups,
mainly Group 2, 4, 5 and 7.

d. Working Group 11 will keep close contact with other international orga-
nizations such as International Society for Horticulture Science, Eucarpia
etc.
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The following papers were presented at the meeting in Bucharest:
1. H. Veen, The Netherlands: Use of isotopes in studies on movement of

plant hormones.
2. K. W. Duczmal. Poland: 45Ca translocation and transverse cracking of

bean cotyledons.
3. V. Jiracek, Z. Stedra, M. Kutricck, Czechoslovakia: Influence of chlor-

choline (CCC) on the incorporation of :|sS-su!fate and L-tryptofan-3-14C
into indo'.e glucosinolatcs in hypocotyl segments of etiolated rope seed-
lings (Brassica napus var. arvensis Lam.).

4. E. Nowacki, Poland: Uptake of organic compounds by an intact root-
system.

5. U. Wojcieska, Poland: Photosynthesis rate and RuDP carboxylase
activity.

f>. V. Wojcieska, E. Wolska, Poland: Chlorocholin chloride and distribution
of assimilates in short and long culm wheat plants.

7. I. Miciialik, S. Ivanko, Czechoslavakia: Application of radioisotope 3aP
in studies of phosphates uptake and metabolism in plant roots,

8. R. Antoszewski, Poland: Interlab experiment on measurement of photo-
synthesis (a proposal).

Two papers on behalf of section 11 we presented on the joint session with
the Working Groups 2 and 4.
1. S. Bonotto, Belgium: Method for the rapid preparation of plant DNA.
2. J. Huczkowski, Poland: Use of low energy accelerators in agriculture.

A report including summaries or provisional papers will be sent to all
members of the Working Group as "ESNA Newsletter".
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GENERAL MEETING
September 23, 1974

After opening by the chairman, Dr. De Zeeuw, the minutes of the
General Meeting of September 14, 1973 were arrested.

There was no report of the Financial Committee because the members
of the Financial Committee, Dr. Christen and Dr. Kaska, were not present.
The meeting decided to have the financial report for the period September 1,
1972—September 1, 1975 at the next General Meeting in September 1975.
Both, the financial report (period Sep'ember 1, 1972—September 1, 1974)
and the. budget for 1974/1975 were accepied.

From these documents it is clear that the Society has not many financial
possibilities. There is a chance, however, thanks to financial support of a
number of governments, that more money is available to increase the activi-
ties of the working groups in 1975. The Committee shall try to interest more
organisations to become patron members and to increase the number of
subsidising governments. Dr. Dumanovic, Dr. Jelenic and Dr Stan were re-
elected in the Committee.

The Institute for Atomic Sciences in Agriculture at Wageningen, The
Netherlands was appointed to house for the next 4 years the ESNA-
secretariat. In the Financial Committee were elected the following three
members: Mrs. R. Paun, Romania, Mrs. K. Smierzchalska. Poland and Mr.
S. Bonotto, Belgium, and one substitute: Mr. A. SUB, Federal Republic of
Germany. This permanent sub-committee will present its financial report at
the next General Meeting in 1975.

The meeting accepted the kind invitation from France to hold the next
General Meeting at Cadarache, France, preferably in the middle of
September 1975.

P. H. van Nierop
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